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Calloway board approves Four Murray guardsmen
money for baseball field
participate in training
See story on page 12

Lendl eliminates Purcell
in Wimbledon opener

See story on page 2

See story on page 13
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—News In Brief
Calloway County High School
represented at national tourney
Calloway County High School and 600 other high schools from
49 states were represented at the National Forensics League
tournament, which began June 16 and ran through June 21 on the
oampus of the University of Wisconsin. About 1,500 students and
1000 coaches and judges participated.
Each of the nation's 68 NFL districts was eligible to send its top
two winners in each of the eight areas of competition. Tim Black,
Kelli Burkeen, Mike Keeling and Tim Weatherford represented
Calloway County High School.
Keeling, competing in the Lincoln Douglas Debate and the extemporaneous commentary, was eliminated with only 12 entries
remaining in the competition.
Black was in the top 20 in extemporaneous speaking.
Miss Burkeen and Tim Weatherford were eliminated after six
rounds of competition in Oratory and extemporaneous speaking.
National titles were awa rded in eight events, with the National
Sweepstakes Title going to San Antonio Churchill from San Antonio, Texas, the school with the overall top score.

Indian expert says jetliner
that crashed 'broke up in air'
CORK, Ireland (AP) — An Indian expert who inspected the
wreckage of an Air-India jumbo jet that suddenly plummet
ed
31,000 feet into Atlantic waters said today it was apparent
the
Boeing 747 "broke up in the air."
"Some of the pieces, like chairs and cushions, are intact,
so
they had to fall from high up in the sky," Captain V.K.
Bhasin,
deputy manager of Indian Airlines, Air-India's sister company
.,
told reporters.
"If the whole aircraft had impacted (against) the water
there
would have been a lot more twists and turns in the chairs
and
some of the other equipment," he said.
Bhasin was part of a seven-man team of Indian civil aviation
experts inspecting wreckage picked up from the North
Atlantic
after Air-India flight 182 from Toronto. Canada, to India
crashed
into the sea off Ireland on Sunday. Officials say 329
were on
board. It stopped in Montreal and was to refuel in London
before
flying to New Delhi and Bombay.
Bashin said it was too soon to say whether an explosion brought
down the plane, but "what looks quite obvious is that the
aircraft
broke up in the air. That everybody knows."
Air-India, meanwhile, indefinitely suspended its weekly
flight
to Canada "unless security gets tight" at Canadian airports,
S.K.
Anon& deputy operations manager, said in India.
As the air and sea search for bodies was scaled down, almost
200 passengers remained unaccounted for. Irish authoriti
es appealed to beachgoers in France, Spain and the British
Isles tc
look out for bodies and wreckage washing ashore.
Joe Jennings, head of the Irish Government Information
Ser.
vice, said at a news conference 131 bodies had been found.
ThE
plane crashed 120 miles southwest of Ireland.

Elsewhere...
By The AssortsSod Press

BEIRUT,Lebanon — An official for the Shiite militia
which has
taken responsibility for 40 American hijack hostages
says if
Washington does not pressure Israel to meet the
hijackers'
demands soon, his group will no longer mediate the
crisis.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan, described by a visitor
as
preoccupied with the hostage situation in Beirut, will be
staying
in Washington next week to monitor events instead of
taking his
annual Fourth of July vacation at his ranch.
WASHINGTON — Faced with evidence that future terrorist
attacks could include nuclear weapons, Reagan administration
and
allied planners say they are "very much involved" in efforts
to
prevent such a nightmare.
WASHINGTON — Air safety authorities investigating
a rash of
near collisions involving aircraft on airport runways
say the frequency of such incidents raises concerns about the
control of traffic at busy airports.
ANAHEIM, Calif. — Authorities called in a federal
hazardous
materials team and evacuated thousands of
people after a
chemical fire that smoldered through the weekend
flared up,
belching toxic fumes across parts of Orange County.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan and Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, two normally rancorous political foes, put
aside their differences for an evening to recall with tenderness and
vigor the
memory of John F. Kennedy.
PITTSBURGH — Joe Manford could swim; his
girlfriend
couldn't. Yet he died trying to save her after an
accident on a
pond. He died a hero, and recently was among
the Americans
honored by the Carnegie Hero Fund Commission.
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New laboratory facility receives
unanimous Chamber approval
By DAVID TUCK
Staff Writer
In an effort to show his department's need for new laboratory
facllities, the chairman of Murray State University's College of
Industry and Technology made
a special presentation to the
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Monday
evening.
Department chairman Dr.
Ken Winters' slide show focused
on the need for updated facilities
in the college. The MSU Board of
Regents stated in 1983, and
again in 1985, that a inew
building for the college is its top
-construction priority, but
several of the
industrial
technology classes are still
meeting in post-World War II
storage buildings and basement
laundry and incinerator rooms.
"We're handicapped not only
by the quality of space, but by
the lack of space," Winters said.
"The barracks (housing the
welding and woodworking
laboratories) were built in 1946
as temporary structures, and
they're still in use."
In the prospectus of the college's need for new facilities,
Winters quoted Dr. L. Wood
Buell, dean of the College of
Technology at West Virginia
Tech. Buell was retained as a
consultant by the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education in
1977, when he concluded that the
industry and technology
facilities were sub-standard.
"This college is growing and
has already run out of space,"
Buele—ported. "Without proper
laboratories which are properly
equipped, the quality of the
education is bound to
deteriorate and students will not
receive the quality edu9ation
they can expect from it- great
university."
Winters said the state's financial condition at the last

legislative session was responsible for the project being placed
on the back burner.
"We would have been much
more successful had we in Kentucky not been in the financial
condition that we were in, but a
strong message from the president (Dr. Kala M. Stroup) and
the Board of Regents to the
governor would help," Winters
said.
From Murray, several
chamber members travelled to
Paducah for the Purchase Area
Chambers of Commerce forum

on the governor's tax package at
the Executive Inn.
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Executive Vice President Steve
Zea said the meeting was wellattended and received.
"The governor's people
presented the tax package on
education and roads," Zea said.
"It was fairly well received,
with mixed comments afterwards about who should be taxed, but everyorit agreed that
(Cont'd on page 2)

Mayor Holmes Ellis

CHAMBER MEETING — Murray State College of Industry and Technology chairma
n Dr. Ken Winters
(fat left) addressed the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Monday
evening. Winters
asked the chamber for assistance ip getting the new laboratory building for the college,
while chamber
president Sid Easley and Judy Masters, look on. Above right, Murray mayor Holmes
Ellis listens to
Winters' presentation.
Staff photos by David Tuck

Board: elementary, secondary support asked
By MELINDA WIGG1NTON
Staff Writer
In a brief, 30-minute session
on Monday at Lake Barkley
State Park, Murray State
University's Board of Regents
wrapped up its business for the
1984-85 academic year.
The board approved a resolution to the General Assembly
which will convene in special

session to consider Gov. Martha
Layne Collins' education
package.
Urging legislators to support
education reform in elementary
and secondary schools, the
board added that they expect
higher education to be included
in the package.
"The fact that they took a
stand is important," said

university president Kala
Stroup, "because higher education is continuing to lose
ground."
Regents recommended an increase in funding for faculty and
staff salaries, citing MSU's poor
retention and recruiting position
because of below -average
salaries.
Murray State's new vice preil-

dent for administrative services, James Cofer, presented
data on a study of projected
salary differences for Murray
State faculty.
He compared
MSU faculty salaries to median
salaries of their counterparts at
benchmark universities, that is,
similar universities such as
(award on page 2)

No changes
expected in
lake levels
by Tenn-Tom
"There will be no change in
the normal reservoir levels or
operation of either Kentucky
Lake or Lake Barkley as a result
of the recent opening of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway," stresses Col. Terry
Kirkpatrick, district engineer of
the Nashville District Corps of
Engineers
"The Corps of ngineers has
received several inquiries about
. the effect of the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway on the
pool elevations of Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley. It will
have no effect on these elevations. Kentucky Dam will continue to regulate the pool of Kentucky Lake, and Barkley Dam
will continue to regulate the pool
of Lake Barkley, just as they
always have.," said Cal .
Kirkpatrick.
The 234-mile-long Tennessee'
Tombigbee Waterway was officially dedicated June 1, 1985, in
Coluinbus, Miss., but it has been
(Cont'd on pare 2)
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New taker football coaekpina4
Jack Haskins (center) was unanimously approved by the Calloway County
School Board to replace
Sam Harp as the head football coach at CCHS. Haskins comes to
Calloway from Iath High School
where he coached for the past 15 seasons. Harp resigned last week to take the
head coiching position at
Anderson County High School. Talking with Haskins are varsity assistant
football coach John Orr, left,
and Calloway Middle School head coach Bill Miller. Haskins was approved for
hiring at Monday night's
school board meeting. For related stories concerning Monday's meeting,
see today's sports section,
Pages 12-13.
Stair pbses by Thu lisults
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Regents...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Austin Peay and Southeastern
Missouri.
Projections for 1984-85 show
professors behind $6,596,
associate professors, $3,554 and
assistant professors, $2,584.
Melvin Henley, faculty board
representative and former
president of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, commented that it should be noted
that higher education is a major
consideration in attracting
industry.
The board also approved application to the U.S. Department
of Education College Housing
Program for an energy conservation assistance loan. The loan
is for $354,000 to contrert the
heating and cooling systems in
Hart, Hester, Elizabeth and
White halls.
Promotions approved were
Paula Hulick to director of housing, Carla Tinoco to coordinator

TUESDAY, JUNE $5, 11185

ox resident life activities, and
Dr Bonnie Higgins to coordinator of the learning center.
A leave of absence without
pay was granted to Dr. Kit
Wesler, director of MSU's
Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center, for September 15, 1985 to
July. 31, 1986. He will be in
Africa as a Fulbright scholar in
anthropology.
David R. Whitmire was approved as the new director of accounting and finance at a salary
of $42,000. He is presently in a
similar position at Memphis
State.
An organizational change was
made in the Center for Continuing Education. Whereas part of
the programs in the Center have
reported to the vice president
for academic affairs and part to
the vice president for university
relations, the board approved a
recommendation that all programs in the Center report to the
vice president for university
relations.
The board created a position
for a grants and contract
accountant.

ly going into th state Road
Fund goes to pay off bond debts
and there isn't enough monies
left to match federal funds and
(Cont'd from page 1)
provide essential services.
something needed to be done
Fish said a gas tax proposal
about education."
will increase funding to cities
The chamber unanimously
and counties for local roads and
streets by 50 percent.
agreed to draft a resolution to
send to Governor Martha Layne
According to Fish, a recent
Collins, the Council on Higher survey from the University of
Education and to all the area
Kentucky, pointed out
69 persenators and representatives, cent of the state's motorists
urging the addition of the
want spending for road
laboratory building to the MSU
maintenance to increase.
College of Industry and
Other speakers at the forum
Technology.
included a representative fromthe Kentucky State Chamber,
Jack Fish, president of Ken- e`
the Associated Industries of
tuckians for Better TransportaKentucky, the Petroleum Intion told the representatives that
dustry and the Kentucky Retail
31 cents of every dollar currentFederation.

Chamber...

46,

Tenn -Tom...
(Coned'from page 1)
open to through barge traffic
since January 16, 1985. The
Nashville District built the
38-mile-long Divide Cut section
of the waterway, which links the
watersheds of the Tennessee
River and the Tombigbee River.
The northern terminus of this

section is located on Pickwick
Lake in Hardin County, Tennessee, and its southern terminus is at Bay Springs Lock
and Dam in Tishomingo County,
Miss.
For furtpet • information,
please call either the Nashville
District Public Affairs Office,
(615) 251-7161, or the Resource
Manager's Office at Lake
Barkley, (502) 362-4236.

Biologist testifies on behalf of drawdown
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Temporarily lowering the water
in Reelfoot Lake will move it
back toward a natural cycle of
rise and fall, a biologist has
testified in U.S. District Court.
"We're treating the patient's
problem instead of the symptom," biologist Jim Johnson
said Monday.
Johnson, Northwest Tennessee project officer for the
state Wildlife Resources Agency, was testifying in a lawsuit
aimed at stopping the drawdown

of Reelfoot Lake.
He told Judge Odell Horton
that drawdowns are important
fish and water management
techniques and Reelfoot suffers
from two major sediment problems — soil runoff from nearby
farms and a buildup of decaying
vegitation and dead animals on
the lake bottom.
If the drawdown is allowed to
continue, he said, the muck will
be exposed to sunlight and air
which will speed up the decaying
process.

"Nature normally causes this
by drought," Johnson said.
Once the vegetation is dried
out, he said, it will quit using up
oxygen in the water and become
part of the food chain for fish
and other aquatic wildlife.
But Johnson said Reelfoot's
water level has been stable since
the construction of dams and
spillway gates in the late 1930s
and 1950s.
State and federal agencies
have maintained a level pool at
Reelfoot in the belief it was good

for the lake and its fish.
But Johnson said new information shows that lakes subjected to natural drought-flood
cycles have a more vigorous fish
population and the water quality
is better.
The state plans to slowly drop
the lake level 5.8 feet below normal summer pool by mid.
August, then allow the lake to
refill by next March.
The drawdown will expose
about half of the 12,000-acre lake
bottom.

Four Murray guardsmen
participate in training
Four members of the Murray
unit of the Kentucky Army National Guard recently developed
their leadership skills and combat techniques at Fort Knox
through the Guard's Kentucky
Military Academy.
Completing the Primary NonCommissioned Officer Course
were SP4 William J. Lamb of
Cottage Grove, Tenn., Sgt. Don
W. Lewis of Louisville, Sgt.
Joseph H. Ross of Dexter and
Sgt. Harold R. Smith Jr. of
Murray.
As PNCO gradates, they are
eligible for pronlaions to positions of additional responsibility
In the 614th Military Police
Company.

The Primary NCO Course consists of 15 days of intensive
classroom and field training, including four weekends and
seven consecutive days of fulltime duty. The voluntary training program includes instruction in small unit tactics, land
navigation, communications,
weapons and chemical defense.
"The main objective of this
performance-oriented training
is to instill confidence and
decision-making ability in our
non-commissioned officers and
to make them more effective
leaders in their home units,"
said Command Sgt. Major John
L. Thompson, assistant KMA
commandant for NCO training.

Crissy Wolf attending
Explore-A-College program
Crissy Wolf, a student at Murray High School, is participating
In Explore-A-College, a twoweek academic enrichment program for high schoolers at
Earlham College, June 22-July
3.
Wolf is one of 52 high schoolers
from around the country enrolled in the program which is
designed to give students a
sampling of college life. The
students attend college-level
courses, learn to improve their
study skills and participate in a
variety of social and recreational activities.
She is the daughter of Ken and

Deannit Wog, 1404 Vine Street,
Murray, and is very active in the
Murray High Band.
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Stanford Andrus, 1512 Sycamore, top photo, and Donna (Mrs.
Ronnie) Jackson, Route 4, Murray, were presented plaques
recently by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital board of commissioners in recognition of their years of service on the board.
Andrus, who was named to the board in 1976 as the Murray Com•
mon Council representative, served four, three-year-long terms
as the commissioners' secretary. Mrs. Jackson, the Calloway
County Homemakers' representative, has been on the board
since April, 1982. Making the presentation was Calloway County
Judge/Executive George Weaks, the board chairman, and
MCCH Administrator Stuart Poston.

The Murray Board of Education will meet in regular session
Thursday, June 27 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Board Office Building.
The 12 item agenda will include consideration of several
reports as well as consideration
of the board policy manual and
the code of conduct for Murray
City Schools.
Clarification
Kathy Mowery was identified
Thursday as Krystel Mowery's
mother. She is actually her stepmother. Her mother is Karen S.
Coate Mowery of 755 Stelzer
Road, Columbus, Ohio.
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Is Remodeling!
In our effort to
become more modern
and help serve our
customers more efficiently, Big John's
will be remodeling for
awhile. We will still be
open to serve you at
this time.

(*Based on sticker E.P.A. gas mileage rating)
50,000
5 1' E:
NIII.Es 1% 11:1: 1\1'1

Hurry on in
for the
best
selections

We hope the work being
done does not inconvenience you in any way.

Thank You,
The Management
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Buy Any
New 1984
or 1985
Renault Alliance, Encore,
or Fuego model before
July 31, 1985 and receive a
check in the amount equal
to
10,000 miles of gasoline!
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Murray board to meet

NOW IS THE TIME TO
TAKE THAT VACATION
YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR!
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From bad to worse

garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Most Argentines cheered 18 a series of reforms intended
to
months ago when their coun- restore confidence and
reigtry returned to democracy nite economic growt
h. He
after almost a decade of mili- pledged specifically
to lift
tary rule. There is a lot less government controls and
procheering in Argentina today mote a" free-market econo
my.
and a lot more muttering That might have
sounded
Mancil Vinson has come up
about an economy in chaos. more convincing if Mr.
Alfon- with the story of this little barDemocracy, it seems, is no sin had not also slapped
on nyard drama.
proof against economic wage -and -price contr
A turkey hen made a nest a
ols, few
weeks ago in an old outmismanagement.
which are hardly conducive to
building on Mancil's old home
Granted that President free markets. Nor are
they, in place just east of town on 94. It
Raul Alfonsin faced some the long run at least,
effective wasn't long before she had laid
daunting economic problems antidotes to inflation.
16 eggs and settled down to
the day he took office in DeArgentina has had two over- hatch them, a process, which
Mrs. Harry Williams of three
cember 1983. Argentina's for- riding economic probl
ems for miles east
of Dexter tells me, reeign debt stood at something as long as anyone
can remem- quires something like
28 days.
between $37 billion and $40 ber. Problem one is a
lack of
The old bird hadn't been
billion and the government, monetary discipline.
Succes- nesting long before a mother
$1.6 billion in arrears on re- sive Argentine gover
nments duck came along, scratched
payment, was poised on the have not been able
herself out a nest alongside that
to resist of
the turkey
brink of default. The inflation the political lure
proceeded to
of buying fill it with 16 and
eggs of her own,
rate approached 400 percent votes by printing
money. upon which she promptly settled
per year and the Argentine Problem two is stati
sm, which with hatching in mind.
economy had almost ceased to in Argentina's case can
Duck eggs take a couple days
be degrow.
fined as too much state owner- longer — or 30 days — to hatch,
Mrs. Willia
So how are things a year ship and control over too
large lot of both. ms said. She raises a
and a half later? The debt has portions of the
Argentine
Days passed as Mancil watchswelled to $48 billion — the economy.
ed and checked on the two
third largest foreign debt in
nesting birds.
the world — and only succesThere is reason to believe
The turkey hen's 28-day insive bailouts underwritten by that President Alfonsin recog- cubation time came and passed
the United States and the In- nized both of these problems without any poults being hatchternational Monetary Fund when he took office. Sadly, he ed. She had been on the eggs
well
a month, when, aphave kept Argentina from for- failed for political reasons to parentover
ly, she decided no little
mally defaulting. The annual act accordingly. Unless he can poults were going to be forinflation rate has been racing do so now, the Argentine econ- thcoming. So, for some strange
reason, she decided to take over
at more than an incredible omy is heading for the rocks.
the duck's nest and eggs.
1,000 percent. And unemployAnd so may be Argentine
ment continues to rise as busi- democracy. ,Argentina's
Catching the duck off her nest
ness and investment confi- armed forces, sulking over one day, the turkey
moved in
dence sag.
slashed budgets and a purge of and settled down over the duck
In a bid to head off econom- senior officers responsible for eggs. When the duck returned to
ic collapse, the Alfonsin gov- the so-called dirty war against find the turkey on her nest, quite
ernment recently abolished left-wing terrorism in the late a noisy confrontation took place.
Turkeys, though, can be very
the Argentine peso, replacing 1970s, are sending coup sig- aggressive
and belligerent birds
it with a new currency known nals. The prospects for democ- when they want to be, and, being
as the "austral" valued offi- racy and economic recovery much the larger of the two, she
cially at 80 U.S. cents. Presi- depend on what Raul Alfonsin soon ran the duck off for good.
It wasn't long afterwards that
dent Alfonsin also announced does next. Stay tuned.
Mancil noticed early one

A turkey and a duck vie for motherhood
in this strange drama of the barnyard

morning a little duckling peeping
from beneath the feathers of the
nesting turkey. Checking the

looking back
Ten years ago
Action is expected this week
by both Calloway Fiscal Court
and Murray Common Council on
a recommendation from joint
park development committee
that bids on a swimming pool
complex, bathhouse facilities,
pavilion and concession stand be
accepted.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Nix (Buddy) Wilson in New
Providence community was
destroyed by fire about 9:10 this
morning.
Laurie Beatty, 1975 Murray
High School graduate and
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Durwood Beatty, represented Murray High School at. National
Forsenic League National
Speech Tournament at Indianapolis, Ind.
Miss Vickie Lynn Carmack
and Harold David Travis were
married at Mt. Carmel United
Methodist Church, Benton.
Winners of Western Kentucky
Horsemen's Horse Show held
June 28 at Wranglers Riding
Club near Murray have been
announced.
Twenty years ago
Voters of Murray and
Calloway County will have an
opportunity of deciding on a new
form of county government in
November when they cast their
ballos on the question of
"whether to retain present
magistrate form of government
or to change to cOinmission form
of governme
Mrs. Dille
Brewington, 53,
of Cookeville,
nn., was killed
in a traffic accident on Hazel

Highway on June 22, according
to Calloway County Sheriff
Woodrow Rickman.
The Murray High School PTA
said homes for Child Haven Program have been screened and
decals will be given to signify
them starting June 28, according to Mrs. Eurie Garland, project chairman.
Jerry E. Hendon is one of 36
ROTC cadets from Murray State
College attending summer camp
at Indiantown Gap Military
Reservation, Annville, Pa.
Fifty-five pre-school children
attended Story Hour at Calloway
Public Library. It was conducted by Loretta Haley. s
Thirty years ago
Winds of near hurricane force
racked Murray last night for
about 15 minutes with damage
amounting to several thousands
of dollars.
PFC Roy F. Crotzer, whose
wife is former Pauline Burkeen
of Almo, recently was graduated
from track vehicle maintenance
couse at The Armored School,
Fort Knox.
Dr. Forrest Pogue, historian
and professor at Murray State
College, spoke at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Miss Elizabeth Fay Upchurch,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George W. Upchurch of Murray,
and Charles P. Shelby, Jr., of
Dallas, Texas, were married
June 18 at First Baptist Church.
A.W. Simmons, Jr., left June
19 for Camp Carolina, Brevard,
N.C., where he., will be a
counselor during the summer
months.
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umns, you have mentioned the
beauty of Western Kentucky and
Calloway County. However,
, when was the last time you took
a drive along Martins Chapel
Road just off Wiswell Road'? I
wish you would take a few
minutes and take a drive on it
and notice the condition it is in.
The trash alongside the road is
apalling.
"We moved here three years
ago from Northern Illinois, and
often have visitors spending a
few days with us. Recently, we
took some guests for a ride on
Martins Chapel Road, and the
stench was unbelievable.
"Our guests were not
favorably impressed with the
way local citizens dump their
trash there.
"My husband and I were born
and raised in Northern Illinois,
and our childhood days were
spent on our parents' farms. We,
truthfully, cannot remember
ever seeing a country roadside
in such horrible condition.
"Not only is Martins Chapel
Road an eyesore. One of the first
things we noticed after moving
here was the amount of litter
just dumped along the
roadsides.
"It would be wonderful if,
through your column, we could
encourage people to start caring
about our countryside and take
more pride in their home
country."
I don't think I could add much
to what Mrs. Moellenberndt has
written. It only takes a moinent
to wrap a piece of chewing gum
in some paper and put it in a garbage can. There, also, are containers all over the place where
you can put your empty beer
cans and trash without throwing
them along side the road or on
someone's yard.
It's just something to think
about the next time we're
tempted.

letter to
the editor
Information of
ancestors sought
Dear Editor;
Could anyone in Murray, Ky.
have any information on a Pearl
and John Ward'? They were
married in early 20's, had two
children, John Jr. and Anna M.
They moved to Louisville, Ky.
John Ward was from around
Mayfield. Ky. Pearl was from
around Hampton, Salem or Burna, Ky.
Thank you,
John Ward, Jr.
Vittitow Lane
Box 212
Boston, KY 40107

agree or not

by s.c. van curon

Tax package may not solve all problems
FRANKFORT — Gov. Martha
Layne Collins' proposed
legislative package for education won't solve future financial
problems, the chairman of the
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee warned
last week.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
said the "career ladder" plan
probably would require a-stax increase within a few years.
"We're either going to need a lot
of money .in Mg or we are not
going to have merit pay for
teac hers,"te•aa_41,
The governor tiE4ri't claimed
that her plan ends all future problems, but is an important step
to upgrading the present system
and will /*tide a wise plan to
build on in the future.
There always will be a need *
for change and improvements
as social conditions change with
advancements in science lihd
living, but the basic Three Rs remain the neAs..413.ry foundation
for the education systems . •
Fads have come end gone, and
we always return to-the basics.
A recent survey compiled by
the Southern Regional Edlication Board revealed that
students graduating with

•
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nest, he saw that she had hatchto be done, and Everybody was
ed 12 of the 16 eggs.
sure that Somebody would do it.
She was real proud of her
Anybody could have done it, but
unusual brood, and hovered proNobody did it.
tectingly nearby as they ven"Somebody got angry about
tured outside to waddle and peck
that, because it was
around in the grass.
Everybody's job. Everybody
Not far from the old outthought that Anybody could do
building in which they were hatit, but Nobody realized that
ched is a small pond, shallow but
Everybody couldn't do it.
well-populated with snapping
"It ended up that Everybody
turtles. It wasn't long before the
blamed Somebody when Nobody
water-loving ducklings, naturaldid what Anybody could have."
ly, were venturing out on it.
"I noticed that six of them
This past Saturday morning, I
were missing real quick," Manwas coming out of the Wal-Mart
dl said, "and I assumed that the
store in the Central Shopping
turtles had caught and pulled
Center. A few feet ahead were
them under. So,I tried to fix it so
two teenage girls, laughing and
they wouldn't get out on the pond
talking as they left the store.
again."
They had no more than
Meanwhile, the turkey hen, he
cleared the doorway when one of
says, is as proud as she can be of
them took a good-sized ball of
the remaining six and is nearby
pink chewing gum out of her
everywhere they go, as is Manmouth and casually tossed it
dl's old gobbler.
down on the sidewalk. I very
"He struts around something
easily could have stepped on the
awful," he laughs, "with his
gooey mess had I not seen her
wing feathers dragging the
throw it aside with complete
ground and all swelled up. He is
disregard for others or
as proud and as protective as the
cleanliness. I kicked it aside and
old hen, even though he never
up against a wall so no one
had a thing to do with them bewould step on it.
ing there."
That kind of disgusted me.
Then on the way home, I hapMy good wife, who is a
pened to drive along Main
member of the Nominating
Street. You'd be surprised at the
Committee at First Baptist —
Utter tossed out along there —
that group that works so hard
between 12th Street and the
every year trying to persuade
courthouse — by the Friday
folks to teach Sunday School, night
cruisers. Moments later, I
serve as departmental directors
noticed a Budweiser beer can on
and take all the other church
Mrs. Gladys Etherton's freshlyjobs along that line — can apmowed lawn on South 9th, inpreciate this little story, the
discriminately tossed there by
author of which is unknown.
some passing guzzler.
It was passed along to me by
All this reminded me of a letLedger & Times publisher ter I
received some weeks back
Walter Apperson. It goes like from
Mrs. Martha Moellenbernthis:
dt of 1613 Oak Hill here in Mur"This is the story agout four ray. It
embarrassed me, as a
people named Everybody, Calloway
Countiari, to read it
Somebody, Anybody and again.
Here's what she wrote:
Nobody.
•
•
•
"There was an important job
"Many times, in your col-

teaching degrees in 1982 and
High school graduates make
1983 had no credits in
more as mechanics, super
economics; more than two
market cashiers and other serthirds had taken no chemistry of
vice jobs are paid more than
physics, and seven percent had
teachers and have more
no credits in mathematics.
security.
The Associated Press
Consequently, recent studies
reported that the study tends to
in Kentucky have shown that the
confirm the perception that
brighter students are not entereducation majors are less skilling the teaching profession
ed academically than other colThey are entering other fields
lege graduates, one of the
where the pay is better and comreports airthors, Dr. Eva
mand'more public respect.
Gatambos said.
Money alone is not the solution
In recent years parents have
to the problem. The money is
complained that "Johnny can't
necessary. but standards must
read," arid blame the public
be increased for teachers and
schools for the deficiency.
requirements must be stiffer.
At the same time college proCritics say the survey revealfessors have been 'complaining
ed that too many "how too"
that young people art reaching
courses are being required for
their classes ill prepared.
those entering the teaching field
It has been the sante proinstead of basic knowledge or
fessors who have taught the
something to teach.
teachers.
•
The governor's plan proposes
Now, where does the fault .to redo&!hCnumber of pupils
in
refily
the early iiildes at a crucial
rn earlier days in this nation,
tigie in their litYso.they will get
the teacher occupied it very
more personal a,tention. Strict
respected aid important role in
standards should b • set fcfr this
.
the community, but it has been
so schools cannot evade suds ri=
on a steady course ofdecline tftiquirements. Averages can be
til it is now rated by many at the
very deceitful. Requirements
bottom of the social scale. The
should be written for the single
pay about matches its position
room, not an average of several

rooms of the same grade.
How do you rate a teacher
with all C students in comparison -to a teacher with all A
students as some of the large
schools divide them' These are
problems that must be faced

OFR AlFIFsirr
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MURRAY TODAY
DATEi3OOK
Golden Agers will meet

The Spouse Abuse Center for Calloway County
Is in urgent need of an air conditioner to be used
with 10 connector. The safe house now has occupanti\incluiling children and there is no air
conditionarlin the apartment, according to Rose
Bogal-Allbritten, spokesman for the center. Any
person having an old air conditioner to donate or
to loan the center is asked to call 762-4529 or
753-7698.

The Golden Age Club will meet Thursday, June
27, at 11 a.m. in the social hall of First United
Methodist Church. A potluck luncheon will be
served and a musical program will be presented.
All members and interested persons are invited
to attend.

Tennis play Thursday
The Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis ot Murray Country Club will play Thursday, June 27, at
9 a.m. at the club courts. Pairings are as follows:
Court One - Emmy Edwards, Georgianna Moffitt, Brenda Marquardt and Gail Childress;
Court Two - Joni Billington, Sheila Farmer,
Nancy Whitmer and Sharron Brown; Court
Three - Shirley Homra, Sharon Wells, Rainey
Apperson and Andrea Hogancamp.

The annual Compton Family Reunion will be
held Sunday, June 30, in the pavilion by the creek
in the Murray-Calloway County Park. A potluck
dinner will be served at noon. For information
call 753-5346.

Patien N dismissed

Kansas message found

Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals were the following: Lorene
Marshall of Murray from Western Baptist;
Virginia Clayton and Melvin Grogan of Murray
and Danny Osbron of Farmington from Lourdes.

A message in a balloon from the Zion United
Methodist Church, 1248 Lulu, Wichita, Kan., was
found Sunday, June 23, by Jim Schroader as he
was walking in a field east of Almo. His wife,
Burns, said the message attached to the balloon
read "May the Lord bless his people with peace.
Psalms 29:11B" along with the name, address
and telephone number of the church. Mrs.
Schroader said she planned to write a letter to
the church telling them about finding the balloon
and message.

Be;ine shower Monday
A shower for Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Beane and
children, Kevin and Geoff, whose home was
destroyed by fire on June 13, will be held Monday. July 1, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Beech Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located off
Highway 94 West between Lynn Grove and TriCity. For information call 1-382-2335.

Kela Lea Craig born
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Craig, 508 Blair, Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Kela Lea,
weighing seven pounds two ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Tuesday, June 18, at 9:24 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have
one son, Mitchell Alan, 5. The mother is the
former Dorinda Starks. The father is a partner in
the Alfred E. Craig Sawmill. Grandparents are
Mrs. Clara Starks Page and the late Charles
Starks of Murray and Mrs. Mary Craig and the
late Alfred E. Craig of Puryear, Tenn.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $ 1

Carley E. Faughn born

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Mr. and Mrs. Don Faughn, Rt. 5, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Carley Elisabeth',
weighing nine pounds seven ounces, measuring
214 inches, born on Thursday, June 20, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have
one son, Christopher Clay, 24. The mother is the
former Leisa Sandefer. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. G.W. Faughn of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Sandefer of Hopkinsville. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Bertha Newberry of
Hopkinsville.

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
,at this well at home, for this pt ic.•
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Story-Hopkins wedding scheduled

Air conditioner needed

Compton event Sunday

•
Jo Burkeen. editor

.....

The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Ms. Ginger Sheree
Story to Robert Hardin
Hopkins, Jr., has been
announced by her
parents, Mrs. Wanda
Bonner and Ray Junior
Story, both of Murray.
Mr. Hopkins is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
H. Hopkins of Murray.
The bride-elect is a
1978 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. She presently is
employed at the South
Eastern Book Co.,
Murray.
Ms. Story is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Lexie Morton and the
late Harry S. Morton
and of Mrs. Cora M.
Story and the late Ray
Story, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is a
1977 graduate of Murray
High School and a 1982
graduate of Murray
State University. He
received a bachelor's
degree in industrial
arts.
Mr. Hopkins presently
is employed at Calloway
County Lumber Company, Murray.
The groom-to-be is the
grandson of Mrs. Zeffie
Woods and the late Gernie Woods„ and of Mr.
and Mrs. Davy Hopkins
and the late Mrs.
Beatrice Roberts
Ginger Sheree Story and
Hopkins, all of Murray.
Robert Hardin Hopkins,_Jr., to marry
Wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday,
All f riends and the reception. Only
A reception will follow
July 20, at 2 p.m. at the
First Christian church, .in the ladies parlor of relatives are invited to of-town invitations
. attend the wedding and be sent.Murray.
the church.

Babies, dismissals listed by hospital
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
June 24, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Boy Coles,
parents, Daryl -and
Karen, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Baby Girl Timmons,

parents, Rick.and Rita,
Dennis Harrison, Rt.
1906A Westwood, 2, Wingo; Miss Rita
Murray.
Cavitt, Hilldale Apts.,
Box 11, Hardin; August
Dismissals
Bauman, 1668 Calloway
Miss Kelley Howell, Ave.; Mrs. Buena Rose,
1607 Locust; Miss Cindy 611 South Ninth St.;
Mrs. Francine Crain
Lewis, Rt. 1, Box 247,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Bon- and baby boy. Rt. 6, Box
nie Knott and baby boy, 128, Paris, Tenn.;
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.; Everett Massey, 221

South 11th St.; Sammie
Morris, 207 Friendship
Dr., Fulton;
Mts.Mae Thomas,803
Sha Wa Circle; Mrs.
Penny Reynolds and
baby girl, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Mrs. Agnes
Cothran, Rt. 3, Box
326B, Murray.

•••••

Best selling books of week are listed
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OFFNITH
1- ° BUYS
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Magazine have been
4. "The Hunt for Red Comes," Sidney Sheldon
released as follows:
October," Tom Clancy
9. "Hold the Dream,"
FICTION
5. "Footfall," Niven Barbara Taylor
1. "Skeleton Crew," and Pournelle
Bradford
DAILY
Stephen King
6. "Thinner," Richard
10. "Inside, Outside,"
2. "Jubal Sackett," Bachman
Bargain Matinees
Herman Wouk
Louis L'Amour
7. "Chapterhouse:
NON-FICTION
Cheri & Cine
3. "The Cider House Dune," Frank Herbert
1. "Iacocca," Lee
All Seats 52.00
Rules," John Irving
8. "If Tomorrow Iacocca
1:30, 3:13, 7:63, 3:56
2. "A Passion for ExSTALLONE ,s bac% as
cellence," Peters and
RAMBO
Austin
First Blood
3. "Dr. Berger's ImPart II E
mune Power Diet,"
Stuart Berger, M.D.
4. "Smart Women,
Foolish Choices,"
1:30 3:23 7:15
Cowan & Kinder
5. "Nothing Down,"
Robert G. Allen
LIFEFORCE (R)
6. "The Frugal
Gourmet," Jeff Smith
7. "Confessions of a
central center 753-3314
Hooker," Bob Hope
8. "My Mother's
Keeper," B.D. Hyman
9. "What They Don't
1:30,3:36, 7:16.0:15
Teach You At Harvard
STEVEN SPIELBERG
Business School," Mark
Presents
McCormack
10. "Weight Watchers
Quick Start Program
Cookbook," Jean
Nidetch
Best selling books of
week of June 23 as
released by Time

II

1
2
Al
3
ICa
4
The
5
6
Sc
7
Wo

Eue
9
Hoe
1(
Girl

CINE 1 & 2

Summer
Sale

CHERI 3

Swimsuits

Lingerie

Missy-Junior Pants, Skirts

Missy-Junior Sportswear

Bras

Separates

Dresses

1
tral
thee
2
lins
3
Tea
1 Mc
4
Priz
Par
5
Inge
13
t A&

me

(Co

Gnomes

Walt Disney's
RETURN TO OZ(PG
I

ill

3

I Sir

Slat
10
Jon(

Top records
are released

20, 7:00, 9:00

431

C. Thomas Howell

Off

'A

SECRET

ADMIRER

N

CHERI
MOM-SAT-II AM-IS PM
$11501 P31-11 PM

LITTLETON'S]
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY
V.

LITIIEION<
Yelinw Store
Murro Npntucky

•

.i9

qNTOCK

VIDEO TAPE
VCR RINIALS

chestnut et 753-3314

SEE IT IN YOUR HOME
FOR ONLY $3.00
Murray Cablevision will be offering
Flashdance:
Wed., June 26th at 7:00 p.m.
Thurs., June 27th at 10:00 a.m.
Fri., June 28th at 7:00 p.m-.
Sat., June 29th at 1:00 p.m.
Sat,,4une 29th at 8:00 p.m.
AN You Have to do is call, MURRAY CABLE VISION and Say "Sign me up for FlashdanceWe do the rest.

Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of June 23 based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey are
as follows:
1. "Little Things,"
The Oak Ridge Boys
2. "She Keeps The
Home Fires Burning,"
Ronnie Milsap
3. "Nobody Wants To
Be Alone," Crystal
Gayle
4. "She's A Miracle,"
Exile
5. '''Let It Roll," Mel
McDaniel
6. ''Foigiving You
Was Easy," Willie

'A‘••••"'

Co

.11••••••••

Nelsit

7.
ie Road." Lee
Greenwood
8. "Hello Mary Lou"
The Statler Brothers
9. "Country Boy,"
Ricky Skaggs
10. "MY Old Yellow
Car," Dan Seals

1'
ning
2'
3'
WW1
4'
I MC
5.
Bros

•
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Wilson-Graves vows said, church
Miss Gina Lynne
Wilson and Jeffrey Linn
Graves were married on
Saturday, June 8, at 2
p.m. at the University
Church of Christ,
Murray.
,The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William L. Wilson
of Murray, formerly of
East Peoria, Ill.
She is the gran daughter of Mrs. Gladys
Sims and the late J.A.
Sims of Murray and of
L.A. Wilson of Union City, Tenn., and the late
Mrs. Bura Wilson.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Graves of Salem,
Va.
The candlelight
ceremony was performed by Larry Haney of
Pekin, Ill., brother-inlaw of the bride.
A Capella music was
provided by LaDonna
Brown and Marilyn
Hafley, sisters of the
bride, and Carol Sims,
cousin of the bride.
The altar was
decorated with brass
candelabra and
greenery with white
ribbon.
Lighting the candles
were Curtis Haney and
Jana Brown, nephew
and niece respectively
of the bride.
The bride was phis, Tenn., Amy Hayes
escorted to the altar by of Bettendorf, Iowa, and
her father and given in Emily Brown of Murmarriage by her freesboro, Tenn., the
parents.
latter a niece of the
She wore a white for- bride.
mal gown of chantilly
They wore ballerina
lace with a sheer yoke length dresses of dotted
trimmed with sequins swiss in rainbow colors
and seed pearls and a and carried matching
chapel length train. She bouquets.
also wore a white bridal
The groom wore a a
hat trimmed with lace white tuxedo with black
and seed pearls.
tie and cummerbund.
The bride carried a His boutonniere was a
cascade bouquet of white rosebud with
white roses with lilies of baby's breath.
the valley and baby's
Kevin Graves,
breath.
brother of the groom,
MissLisa was best man.
Steenbergen of East
Groomsmen were
Peoria, Ill., was the Trent Fields of
maid of honor. Mayfield, Curtis Graves
Bridesmaids were of Enville, Tenn., and
Renee Jones of Mem- Wendell Wilson Spr-
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Officers of Hazel Club are installed
Mrs. John Barker was
guest speaker at the
May meeting of the
Hazel Woman's Club
held at the Hazel Community Center.
The speaker spoke
about "Federation" and
installed the new officers for the 1985-86
club year. She is a past
president of the
Paducah Woman's
Club.
New officers installed
were the following:
Mrs. James R.
Latimer, president;
Mrs. Phil Lido:tie, vice
president; Mrs. Kenny
Gallimore, second vice
president; Mrs. Max
Parks, recording
secretary; Mrs. Johnny
Miller, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. Bill
Hudson, treasurer.
A scholarship in the
amount of $200 was
presented to Jonathan
Driver, a 1985 graduate
of Calloway County
High School, by the
club.
A report of the annual
Seniors Citizens luncheon by the club on
May 4 was given. The
luncheon was prepared

HAZEL OFFICERS — Officers of Hazel Woman's Club
recently installed
were, from left, seated, Mrs. James R. Latime
r, president, Mrs. John
Barker, who installed the officers, Mrs. Bill Hudson
, treasurer, standing,
Mrs. Phil Liddle, vice president, Mrs. Max Parks, record
ing secretary, and
Mrs. Kenny Gallimore, second vice president. Not picture
d is Mrs. Johnny
Miller, corresponding secretary.
by the club members
and served to approximately 60 guests.
Various gifts and
prizes for the luncheon

were donated by the
club members and the
following businesses:
Peoples Bank, Bank of
Murray, Miller Funeral

Home, J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home, Max
Churchill Funeral
(Cont'd on page 6)

Mrs. Jeffrey Linn Graves
ingfield, Tenn., the latter a brother of the
bride. Shawn Hafley,
nephew of the bride,
served as an usher.
The men attendants
wore black tuxedoes
with white shirts and
bow ties and cummerbunds to match the
bridesmaids' dresses.
Their boutonnieres were
white rosebuds with
baby's breath.
The bridal registry
was kept by Lisa Graves
of Salem, Va., sister of
the groom.
A reception and luncheon followed the
ceremony. It was held in
the Hospitality Room of
the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray.
Serving were Lisa

Harris of Dyersburg,
Term., Carol Sims of
Murray, Lori Graves of
Enville, Tenn., and
Shyrl Betts of Joelton,
Tenn.
After a wedding trip
to Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
the new Mr. and Mcs.
Graves are residing at
900 Mountain Creek Rd.,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
The bride is a 1984
graduate of FreedHardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn. She is
employed by Miller &
Martin Law Firm,
Chattanooga,
The groom Is a student at the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga. He also is
employed by Golden
Gallon Stores there.

Spring & Summer Merchandise
reduced 25% to 50%
beginning June 26th

The Mademoiselle Shop
111 South 4th St., Murray, KY 42071

Hot record hits of week
are named by magazine
By The Associated Press

The following are
Billboard's hot record
hits as they appear in
June 24th issue of
Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1985,
Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
HOT SINGLES
I "Heaven" Bryan Adams ( A&M )
2 "Sussudlo" Phil Collins
I Atlantic I
3 'A View to a Kill" Duran Duran
I Capitol;
4 "Raspberry Beret" Prince i
The Revolution 1Paisley Park )
5 "Angel" Madonna (Sire )
6 "The Search Is Over" Survivor
I Scott! Bros )
7 "Everybody Wants to Rule the
World" Tears For Fears ( Mercury)
8 "Would I Lie to You'"
Eurythmics ( RCA
9 "Things Can Only Get Better"
Howard Jones (Elektrai
10 "In My House" The Mary Jane
Girls (Gordy
TOP LP's
I "Beverly Hills Cop' Soundtrack" ( MCA I -Platinum i More
than I million units sold
2 "No Jacket Required" Phil Collins (Atlantic) Platinum
3 "Songs from the Big Chair"
Tears for Fears ( Mercury i--Gold
(More than 500.000 units sold I
4 "Around the World in a Day"
Prince & The Revolution (Paisley
Park) '
5 "Born in the LT S A Brute Spr
ingsteen IColumbia )- Platinum
6 "Reckless" Bryan Adams
(A&M)- Platinum
7 "Make It Big - Wham
(C,olumbla) -Platinum
8 -Like a Virgin" Madonna
iSire I-Platinum
9 "The Power Station' The Power
Station ICapitol i--Gold
10 "Dream Into Action Howard
Jones I Elektra )--Gold
CO('NTRI'SINGLES
1 'She Keeps the Home Fires Burning" Ronnie Wimp i RCA)
2 "She s a Miracle" Exile (Epic
3 "Forgiving You Was Easy"
Willie Nelson (Columbia)
1 "Dixie Road" Lee Greenwood
MCA)
5 "Hello Mary Lou' The Stetter
Bros I Mercury I
6 "Love Don't Care" Earl Thomas
Conley (RCA>
7 'Little Things' The Oak Ridge

I3dys MCAI
8 "Maybe My Baby" Louise Mandrel' I RCA)
9''Operator. Operator" Eddy
Raven (RCA)
10 "Heart Trouble" Steve Wariner
i MCA)
ADULT Contemporary SINGLES
1."The Search is Over" Survivor
Scottl Bros )
2 "Everybody Wants to Rule the
World" Tears For Fears Mercury I
"Getcha Back" The Beach Boys
(Caribou)
4 "Axel F" Harold Faltermeyer
I MCA)
5."Angel" Madonna > Sire )
6."Never Ending Story" Llmahl
(EMI-America)
7 "You Give Good Love" Whitney
Houston I Anita)
8 "Just As I Am" Air Supply
Arista)
9 "Suddenly" Billy Ocean i Jive )
10 "Who's Holding Donna Now"
DeBarge (Gordy
BLACK SINGLES
1 "Rock Me Tonight" Freddie
'Jackson (Capitol)
2 "Sanctified Lady" Marvin Gaye
(Columbia (
3."Can You Help Me" Jesse
Johnson's Revue (A&M)
4 "Raspberry Beret" Prince &
The Revolution 1Paisley Park
5 "Hangin On a String" Loose
Ends( MCA•Virgini
6 "Save Your Love" Rene k
Angela (Mercury k
7 "Deep Iruside Ysisur Love" Ready
For the World MCAN 8 "You Give Good Love- Whitney
Houston I Arista)
''Suddifily'' Billy Ocean (Jive)
1 0."Suosuclio" Phil Collins
(Atlantic)

FAMOUS Meadowcraft
OUTDOOR FURNITURE

ON SALE NOW AT FALL CLEARANCE PRICES
SAVE 25% TO 35% AND ENJOY YOUR
FURNITURE NOW AT FALL CLEARANCE PRICES

Nk.

Water wanted
HOT SPRINGS, Ark.
(API — "Taking the
waters" is a phrase long
associated with Europeans' faith in the
curative and restorative
powers of water taken
from natural springs.
Hundreds flock to
Baden Baden in Germany, Vichy in France
and Spa in Belgium annually to use natural
spring water in bottled
form for health reasons.

We are happy to
announce
that
Janis Taffer, brideelect of Trent
Jones, has selected
her gift accessories
from our bridal?
registry, Janis and
Trent will be married August 3.
,

THE TREASURE
HOUSE
situthsIde Shopping-Center. 4Iurra

Ky.
P4lirje

SPRING BASE CHAIR REG. 5 120"
SETTEE REG s150,0

CHAIR
$7995
SETTEE
$0d295

/
/

TABLE & 4 CHAIRS RE -

Now

V20

$22900

TRUCK LOAD BUYING ALLOWS
US TO PASS THE SAVINGS ON
TO YOU NOW

'`

$39995

NOW

SWING PEG
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$19995
Thurman's

ADJUSTABLE LOUNGE -

FURNITURE
101 N. 3rd

MURRAY, KY.

208 Main

,
• -martimione......
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Corning community events are listed
Tuesday,June 25
Thursday
.
J une 27
Tuesday,June 25
Tuesday,June t5
Grove United Methodist
Citizens for Better
Anonymous
Parents
a m. at Murray Country
Church
Education in Calloway will meet at 6 p.m. For Club.
County, Inc., will meet information call
————
at 7 p.m. in meeting 753-2504.
Tennis-Mixed Doubles
room of Calloway
————
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Public Libriary.
Senior High UMYF of Murray Country Club..
————
First United Methodist
————
The Tennessee Valley Church will meet at 8
Junior Golf will be at 9
Authority will co-host a p.m. with Barbara a.m. at Oaks'-Country
meeting to discuss the Shores.
Club.
adoption of the Ken————
————
Mr. and Mrs. Alpha Ford of 1501 London Dr.,
tucky Lake level trial
Western Kentucky
Golden Age Club will
Murray, will be honored with a reception in
curve on a permanent Youth Series will be at have a potluck luncheon
celebration of their 59th wedding anniversary on
basis at 7 p.m. at Seventh and Poplar at 11 a.m. in social hall
Sunday, June 30.
Kenlake State Resort Church of Christ.
o f First United
A reception will be from 2 to 4:30 p.m. in the
Park.
Methodist Church.
Community Room of the North Branch of the
————
————
Peoples Bank.
Wednesday,June 28
American Diabetes
Free government
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Free government
Association will meet at commodities will be commodities will be
Only out-of-town invitations have been sent. The
7 p.m. in Classroom No. distributed from 9 a.m. distributed from 9 a.m.
family requests that guests not bring gifts.
2, Ground Floor, to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
The special occasion is being hosted by their
Lourdes Hospital, County Road County Road
son, Jimmy Ford and his wife, Pansy, and their
Paducah.
Department.
two daughters, Teresa and Marla, Murray.
Department.
————
————
————
Mr. and Mrs. Ford were married on June 26,
Public meeting of
Hazel
and
1926, which was Mr. Ford's 21st birthday.
Douglas
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Ford, Um,former Dollie Lawrence, is the
Centers will be open West Kentucky., Allied
at American Legion
from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Services, Inc., will be at
daughter of thelate H.C. Lawrence and Zonie
Building, South Sixth
for activities by senior 7 p.m. at Douglas ComHarris Lawrence.
and Maple Streets.
munity Center, L.P.
citizens.
. Mr. Ford is the son of the late John Ford and
————
Miller Dr., Murray.
————
Elizabeth Doran Ford. He is a retired farmer
"Sing Out, Ken————
Ladies day events at
and also operated a general merchandise store
tucky!" program will be
AA and Al-Anon will
Murray Country Club
at Lynn Grove for 50 years.
at 8 p.m. at Convention
have closed meetings at
The Fords moved to Murray from Lynn Grove
Center, Kentucky Dam will include golf and
8 p.m. at First Christian
in 1984. Former members of Williams Chapel
bridge
at
9:30
a.m.
and
Village Sate Park.
Church, Benton. For inluncheon at noon.
Church of Christ, they now attend University
————
formation call 753-0061;
Church of Christ.
————
Ladies day events at .-76t-3399, 753:7764 or
Oaks Country Club will 753-7663.
————
include golf and bridge
The Single Connection
at 9:30 a.m.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
————
"Sing Out, Ken- third floor classroom,
tucky!" program will be Education Building,
presented at 8 p.m. at First United Methodist
Kenlake State Resort Church.
————
Park.
"Sing Out, Ken—
—
—
—
*Includes swimsuits and
Diet and Diabetes tucky!" program will be
coverups, slacks, shorts, shirts,
meeting will be at 2 p.m. at 8 p.m. at Lake
in third floor classroom, Barkley State Resort
skirts, divided skirts, blouses,
Murray-Calloway Coun- Park.
————
blazers, lingerie and jewelry
ty Hospital.
Corn passionate
————
Events at Calloway Parents Chapter will not
Public Library will in- meet this month.
————
clude Parents and Twos
753-8365
Dixieland Center
Chapter 50 of Disabled
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and American Veterani\and
Auxiliary will meet at 7
3:30 p.m.
p.m. at American
Mounta- in Mission Legion Hall.
Truck will be at South
————
Pleasant Grove United
Senior citizens acMethodist Church tivities will be from 10
today.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
ad Douglas Centers and
from lb a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Thursday,June 27
EltirCellter.
Magazine Club will
meet at 2 p.m. with Mrs.
Mothers Day Out will
Olga Frerriari.
be at 9 a.m. at First
————
Baptist Church.
Junior Golf will be at 9

Tuesday,June 25
The Murray Lions
Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at South Pleasant

Mr. and Mrs. Ford
married 59 years

An Spring and
Summer Merchandise
/
2 Off
1L/4 tO 1

a

MAGAZINE CLUB MEETS — Mrs. Fred Gingles, seated at left, first row,
in top picture, entertained the Murray Magazine Club at a luncheon in her
home for the May meeting. She also gave the devotion which consisted of
reading three of her original poems. Mrs. Clinton Rowlett, standing at left in
top picture, gave the program on "Passage" which referred to the recent
shift of leadership in the Soviet Union. In top photo, from left, are, seated on
floor, Mrs. Gingles, Mrs. Timothy Graves, second row, Mrs. E.C. Jones,
Mrs. R.A. Johnston, Mrs. Desiree Hosick, Mrs. R.F. Dixon, standing, Mrs.
Jack Kennedy, Mrs. Harry Sparks, Mrs. William Major, Mrs. Eleanor Larson, Mrs. A.W. Russell and Mrs. Rowlett; in bottom photo are, from left,
seated, Mrs. Henry McKenzie, Mrs. A.C. La Follette, Miss Hazel Tarry,
Mrs. Ewen Allbritten, standing, Mrs. John Winter, Mrs. Tass Hopson, Mrs.
George Hart, club president, Mrs. John J. 1Livesay and Mrs. Euva Alex.
ander. Not pictured are Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Veazey of Decatur, Ala., son.
in-law and daughter of Mrs. Gingles.
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Proper care needed to avoid food poisoning

$

Dixieland Center

\

FREE
6-PACK

WITH FILL-UP OF SHELL SO 2000. GASOLINE
•

U

de

Get your free 6-pack of Coca-Cola when you fill up with Shell SU 2000 Super Unleaded
gasoline —8-gallon minimum This Friday. Saturday and Sunday only—June 28. 29. 30
„

FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

STATE COILLEGE,
Pa.(AP) — The ribs are
done to a turn, the
potato salad looks
mouthwatering and
even the common hot
dog looks kingly as it
sizzles over the coals.
Whether this summertime meal becomes a
memorable feast or a
bout with serious illness
has already been decided by the time it hits the
table, says Gerald D.
Kuhn, professor of food
science at The Pennsylvania State
University.
Food poisoning can
ruin the most elaborately planned picnic if even
one of several simple
food-handling rules is
broken, he says.
"A lot of foods contain
foodborne pathogens,"
he says, "but in small
numbers. They are part

of our environment." from taking a
And as such, the homemade cream pie to
bacteria are normally any carry-away eating
ingested and pass activity," he says.
through our systems "Bacteria grow best on
without our notice, he these pies.
explains.
"The big three," says
During the summer, Kuhn, can ruin a sumh owever, it is mer meal. Staphylococtemperature that can cus, clostridium perfr"provide an ideal en- ingens and salmonella
✓ r onment for are the bacteria that,
(b: terial) populations when found in excessive
t: sw," he says. In numbers in your food,
f• • • eld at higher than can cause food poison✓ e rigerator ing and its accompanytemperatures, it takes ing painful symptoms.
only two to four hours
Kuhn says 100,000
for normal numbers to. bacterial germs per
grow to high enoligh gram of food are not
populations to become harmful, but if they
toxic, Kuhn says.
multiply to 1 million or
Common picnic foods more per gram they can
that are susceptible are cause problems. The
meats, egg products, symptoms can include
meat spreads, salads stomach cramps, diarand, surprisingly, rhea and vomiting,
cream pies, Kuhn says. lasting from a few hours
"I discourage anyone to several days.

MEET YOUR NEW
LAWN-BOY DEALER
All Season's Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

Available At:
McClards Shell
6th & Main St.

Although bacteria are
more commonly introduced through foods
such as raw meat,
poultry, eggs and dairy
products, even if the
food was "sterile" when
purchased, how it is
handled at home can
turn an innocent-looking
cheeseburger into a
menace.
"You know those
signs in rest rooms that
tell employees to wash
their hands before
returning to the kitchen?" Kuhn asks.
"They are there for a
reason."
He says that 20 to 30
percent of all humans
carry salmonella
bacteria in their intestinal tracts, and
staphylococcus bacteria
are found on the skin
and in the noses and
throats of nearly all
people.
"That's why it's
critical to wash your
hands whep you come
from a bathroom and
Vre handling food," he
says.
Improper holding
temperatures and poor
personal hygiene are
two of the most common

factors contributing to
food poisoning, he says,
so it is easy to understand why food poisoning
is more likely with a
summertime fresh-air
meal.
Kuhn recommends
cooling as a particularly
easy preventive. "Cool
foods ahead of time and
pack them in ice so they
will never exceed 40
degrees in
temperature," advises
Kuhn, who suggests
packaging for the cooler
should be done with
plastic. "Do this and
almost any food can be
perfectly safe on a
cookout."
As to the "myth"
about mayonnaise, he
says it is this condiment
that can often save a
sandwich or a salad
from being a timebomb.
"Mayonnaise is acidic.
eli'ood poisoning bacteria
can grow in a normal
mixture of food and
mayonnaise, but they
grow even better
without it," he says.
That does not mean that
a food laced with
mayonnaise doesn't
need refrigeration, he
adds.

Hazel...
641 Super Shell
South 12th St.

Shell
Bulk Plant Shell
South 4th St.

21" PUSH MOWER THAT
MOWS,BAGS, MULCHES
OR SHREDS
• Engine designed to last 50%
longer
• Convenient easy pull manual
starting
• Light and sturdy aluminum
deck

(Coned from page 5)
Home,Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home and A &
R Pipeline.
Hostesses for the May
regular meeting were
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson
and Mrs. Hughes
Bennett.

I laaliVia,

Other members present, not previously
mentioned, were Mrs.
Gerald Gallimore, Mrs.
Ruth Barnhill and Mrs.
Lal Elliott. Another
guest was Mrs. Sue
Fendley of the Paducah
Woman's Club.
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MORE THAN A MOWER A

ALL SEASON'S
Inc.153-4110
Lawn & Leisure,
Murray
NS Horn. 4th Street
•

DONUT SHACK
SPeCIAL
Country Ham Plate
3 Vegetables and
295
Medium Drink It '

ts* Chestnut Street

• Phone 7536034
1LE.E.E..E.E.E.E.•
A.E.E.E.E.ILEEIEWEEILE.
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ulcer — can form on the part of the
stomach that is unprotected.
The stomach's contents empty into
the duodenum, a portion of the small
intestine. This first section of the
small bowel is the place where alkaFRANKFORT, Ky
Several have been seat being vacated by
line digestive juices continue the proDuring the campaign,
cess that started in the mouth and (AP) — U.S. Si-. mentioned.
Rep. Gene Snyder, R- McConnell
hammered
Wendel
l Ford intends to
stomach. Although the duodenum
Larry Forgy, a Lex- Ky. He has said he
will away at Huddieston's
releases digestive compounds. its lin- be a moving target to ington lawyer and long- announce
his intentions habit of missing roll-call
ing is not protected by an acid-resis- anyone — Republican or time Ford protago
nist, by July 1, and most votes.
tant mantle. Ordinarily, stomach food fellow Democrat — who indicated
Monday a observers, including
neutralizes stomach acid, but if might be considering a Senate race
Gordon, a 33-year-old
was not in Forgy, expect that anenough un-neutralized acid gets into challenge to
his bid for a his future. "I'm not giv- nouncement will be
Frankfort native, has
for
the duodenum, it can burn a hole in third,
six-year term.
ing any serious thought governor in 1987.
never run a statewide
the intestinal wall. An ulcer can
Ford got a 17-month to that Senate race right
"There is a high level campaign before,
result.
Persons with peptic ulcers appear jump on the 1986 general now," he said.
of enthusiasm for the although she has been
involved in several. She
Forgy, who has never prospect of defeati
to make more gastric acid than election on Monday
ng
managed Baesler's 1981
normal. They also seem to have a when he announced the run for public office, Wendell Ford," Thomp
defect in the duodenal protective appointment of Ann reportedly is leaning son said.
victory.
"Re
is
lining; this makes it easier for acid to Gordon, an aide to Lex- toward a 1987 run for vulnerable
(but) he's
Gordon's appointment
cause irritation. Ulcer patients may ington Mayor Scotty governor.
not until there's a was announced
in a
produce more acid because of ner- Baesler, as his camJim Bunning, the 1983 candidate."
news release by The
vous stimulation of the stomach. Per- paign manager.
GOP gubernatorial canFord also took Preston Group, a Lexhaps this is a genetic trait. In any
The move may be a didate, is also a anothe
r cue from Mc- ington public relations
case, the purpose of treatment is to page
from the upset possibility, but for other Connell when
neutralize overabundant acid or use
he men- and consulting company
campaign strategy of races, too.
tioned, without pro- headed by Tomm
medicine that actually slows down
y
Bu
g has been urg- mpting, that he has a Presto
the production of that acid. Either Sen. Mitch McConnell,
n,
a
former
aide
R-Ky.,
who
spent almost ed b
method is usually successful.
e Republicans perfect voting record in and
long-time friend
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at four years plotting his to see
'e 4th District the Senate this year.
and ally of Ford's.
defeat
of
Walter "Dee"
P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101.
Due to volume of mail, individual Huddleston in 1984.
questions cannot be answered. Ques"You go ahead and let
tions of general interest will be everybody know that if
answered in future columns.
they're coming after
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN )
you, you're running,"
Ford said in explaining
his strategy. "If I'm
prepared and no one
files against me, then
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say,
read the
we WI 1 I have
forecast given for your birth sign.
succeeded."
FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 26, 1985
No Democrats are exCollege to U of L.
university ... the most
ARIES
LIBRA
Council officials have serious attack on UK in pected to challenge
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Sept.23 to(ict.22 )
objected to the publici- modern history, and Ford, whose 85-percent
You may be grumpy as the day
Avoid risk-taking in business. The .
ty, saying the proposals maybe since its ex- vote total in 1980 was the
begins, but good news quickly
accent toda is on new ideas and fun
are only preliminary, istence," Singletary largest ever recorded
changes your mood. Opportunity
times_ Romance is to your liking
but UK President Otis said. "Whatever hap- by a statewide cancomes through friends and partners.
didate
in
SCORPIO
Kentucky and
Singletary protested pened to the concept of
TAURUS
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21
that no one in his institu- fundamental fairness? who has never lost an
(Apr.
20 to May 20)
electi
Don't let anger undermine your
on for public
tion has been consulted No other institution in
Patience is needed on the job
office.
plans.
You have too much going for
and "it's not so the state is to be chopThings will fall into place without
"I'm reasonably conyou right now to let the imrnaturities
premature that ped up. This institution
your forcing them. Bosses are amenof others detour you.
somebody hasn't put it is the one that's put on fident we will have a
able to your ideas.
candid
ate
SAGITTARIUS
that will be a
in writing and cir- the block."
GEMINI
good challenger to the
CINov. 22 to Dec.21)
culated it."
The board adopted a
(May 21 to June 20)
Where money is involved, there's a
sena
tor," said
A revised draft of the resolution promising
A desire for fun and adventure
tendency to argue. Otherwise, this
Republ
ican
Party
direcproposed plan also vigorous opposition to
should not lead to excess spending.
should be a happy time for you
tor Philip Thompson.
recommends closing any attempt at
However, the time is ripe for furthersocially and romantically.
Thus
far,
though
,
Northern Kentucky "dismemberment
ing romantic interests.
University's law school, without regard to quali- there has only been talk,
CAPRICORN
CANCER
the Herald -Leader ty of performance" and Thompson said.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(June 21 to July 22)
Thompson said there
reported Monflay.
A friend of a loved one is not your
ordered copies be sent
Slow down. You're in too much of a
is
no rush to find an opIt also contains pro- to Gov. Martha Layne
rush. Property interests are favored_ cup Of tea. Business gains accrue
now. Be alert for a money-making
posals that might lead to Collins and all council ponent. "There ought to
now. Some electronic gadget appeals
be one by early, early
opportunity today.
all 13 communtty colto you today.
members.
fall," he said. "It is not
AQUARIUS
leges being taken away
LEO
UK trustee Brereton
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
from UK. Another part C. Jones urged at the critical stage
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Keep peace with a co-worker
of the draft urges a Singletary to arrange yet."
The accent is on hone, rather than
Ford, who was interMake plans for weekend travel.
vinegar. Ignore a slight and let others
study into the feasibility
that administrators and
viewed by telephone
Advice you receive now is beneficial.
be mesmerized by your charm and
of forming separate
trustees "rev up the Big
from
the Owensboro airespecially in business affairs.
strength of personality.
boards to control the
Blue Machine and rally
port as he awaited a
VIRGO
medical centers at UK
support of students,
PISCES
plane
to Washington,
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Aloss.
and U of L.
faculty, alumni and the
(Feb.
19 to Mar. 20)
sow
D.C.,
said that he hasn't
You may have cvordS with a friend
"This combination of
friends this university
Though
one
problem
remains to be
heard any new rumors
today. Job prospects turn for the
things amounts to an
has all over this
solved in your love life. ..the good
about a possible
better.
Don't
feel
obligate
onslaught on this
d
to a
Commonwealth."
outweighs the had. The financial
opponent.
sweet-talking acquaintance.
picture brightens now

severe depression is more effectively
treated medically than by diet. Also,
"megadoses" of some B vitamins can
cause nerve damage.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Is vitamin C
of any value in fighting a cold'
Peter
DEAR READER — No studies
have shown that vitamin C affects the
Gott, M.D.
virus that causes colds. In one experiment, however, investigators concluded that cold sufferers who took
vitamin C felt better than those who
did not. There may be some justification in taking the vitamins if it-will
reduce symptoms. But, vitamin C or
not, the cold will run its course.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Will vitamin
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
E help to prevent heart attacks?
DEAR DR. GOTT — I have heard
DEAR READER — I am unaware
that B-complex vitamins may act as of any valid evidence that vitamin
E
antidepressants. Is this true?
helps to prevent heart attacks.
DEAR READER — I, too, have Although research is being carried
heard this, but I've yet to see it scien- out because the effects of vitamin
E
tifically confirmed.
are incompletely understood, it has
A vitamin deficiency can certainly not been shown to exert cardiov
ascucause depression, so B-complex lar protection.
therapy could reverse that state — if
DEAR DR. GOTT — What causes
the person were vitamin-deficient to ulcers?
begin with.
DEAR READER — Nobody knows
Some depressed people are desper- for sure. However, we do know that
ate to be cured. If they believe vita- two situations exist in ulcer sufferer
s.
mins will help, vitamins will. So
Glands in the stomach lining promight other harmless compounds.
*duce acid for digestion. This lining is
If you are depressed (and not nutri- protected by a coating of mucus that
uonally deprived), there are more prevents the gastric acid from digestappropriate methods of treatment. ing the stomach itself. Nonethe
less,
Occasional depression is a normal given enough acid, the mucus barrier
human experience. Persistent or can be breached and a sore
— an

DR GOTT

Depression and
B vitamins

Ford names Gordon as campaign manager

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

U of L, UK reject proposed merger
LEXINGTON, Ky. tion of a five-m
ember
(AP) — The governing study commit
tee.
boards of the univerRobert T. McCowan,
sities of Kentucky and chairman
of the board
Louisville have over- and of the
study panel,
whelming rejected the read the recomr
nendapossibility of merger, tion to the
full board.
leaving the idea Not an extra
sound was
"definitely dead," says heard as all
members
a member of the Council voted "aye."
on Higher Education.
"The advantages to
Council member Bill be gained are
more than
McCann, a mergerc ad- offset by the
disadvanvocate, said he knew tages, most
especially
before the trustees the strong opposit
ion of
voted Monday that the faculty, studen
ts and
notion of combining alumni and
the proKentucky's two largest bability
of serious
universities had picked political contro
versy,"
up many political McCowan's
committee
enemies since the coun- concluded.
cil ordered a study in
"We believe the focus
April 1984.
should be on substantive
"Merger of the two measures to
improve
universities is definitely quality and
that strucdead," McCann said.
tural changes should be
In addition to beating suppor
ted only when
back the merger plan, they
are demonstrably
indignant UK trustees benefic
ial in achieving
vowed to "rev up the excell
ence in higher
'Big Blue Machine" if educat
ion."
the council follows up on
The
only advantages
proposals now in the
works to take away its McCowan's committee
dental school and com- could find in merger
were possible "modest"
munity college.
In April 1984, the economies in the future,
council ordered the a clearer sense of mistrustees to study the sion for each school and
feasibility of merging a more streamlined
and report back by next decision -making
month. The two boards process.
In return, the UK
met simultaneously
Monday to finish their trustees said, each
reports, and both ended university would pay
up questioning the with loss of identity,
wisdom of jiggering possible inequities,
with organization when lower morale and uncerquality of instruction tainty surrounding the
budget, academic proneeds improving.
"A change in struc- grams, fund-raising efture doesn't necessarily forts and athletics.
ensure quality," said
Things got hot later in
Gene Gardner, chair- the
UK meeting, when
man of the U of L board. the
trustees discussed
That panel's executive the
five-year plan the
committee rejected the
council is drafting. Vermerger plan on behalf of sions
leaked to the Lexthe full board.
ington Herald-Leader
UK's trustees didn't detail propos
als to close
even discuss the ques- the
UK dental school,
tion , adopting trans
ferring those
unanimously the students
and control of
negative recommenda- Jeffer
son Community.

Requests to change time
zones prompts hearings
EVANSVILLE, Ind.
rounding parts of Il( AP) — Federal oflinois and Kentucky
ficials have scheduled
from Central to Eastern
10 hearings to get public as
well.
comment on a proposal
Hume and other supto change the time zone porters
say the time
of southwest Indiana split
inconveniences
and surrounding areas residen
ts along the zone
of Illinois and Kentucky.
border and puts
Indiana Sen. Lindel
southwest Indiana out of
Hume, D-Oakland City,
step with the rest of the
said Monday that by state.
scheduling hearings in
all three states, the
The hearings will be
Department of held July 22-26, and any
Transportation can hear change will be announcthe views of everyone ed in late August to take
who might be affected.
effect in October,
"There should be no Transportation officials
one who can say they said.
didn't have an. opporThe hearing schedule
tunity to participate." is:
he said.
July 22: Henderson,
Hume authored a Ky., noon.
Evansville,
resolution approved by 6:30
p.m.
the cfreneral Assembly
July 23: Lincoln City,
asking the department Ind.,
noon. Owensboro,
to switch five southwest Ky.,
6:30 p.m.
countios from Central to
July 24: Mount VerEastern time.
non, Ind., noon. Carmi,
The transportation
6:30 p.m.
department, which has
July 25: Mt. Carmel,
authority to change 411., noon.
Princeton.
time zones in - the in- Ind., 8:30 p.m.
terest Of ,easing corn:
July 24: Vincennes,
merce, has said it will Ind., noon.
Jasper, Ind.,
consider changing stir- 5 p.m.
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All sales Final!
No Exchanges
No Refunds

ENIX INTERIORS, INC.

Going Out Of Business
Time Is short!
Sale
Final Days! Last Chance

All Sales Cash and Carry
Delivery and Terms Can
Be Arranged.

Carpet Samples
4 '1"
Carpet

99

Great Selection
of Occassional
Tables
The Best Quality
Fantastic Prices

Bedrooms by
Hickory
Manufactuing
Unbelievable
PRICES

For the Bargains
of a Lifetime
on Quality Furniture

LAST Day of
This Sale Will

Be Sat., June 29th
Store Hours
Mon.-Fri. 10 Till 8
Sat. 10 Till 5

Good Selection
of Swival Rockers
Odd Chairs from $39

NO REASONABLE
OFFER
WILL BE REFUSED!

Chairs Galore
All going for a Song

Drexal Wall Unit
Reg.$12.99

Hundreds of
Odds and Ends
Large Selection of
Accessories and Lamps
Solid Brass Lamps
By Shoal Creek
Reg. 3(:)9 Now $123

Now

'299

Dinetts and
ID in in g Room Suits
All
Sacrificed

Sofas Sleepers and
CURIOS
The best Prices ever on
quality Curios Featuring
Hickory and Janson

Sectionals at Unbelievable Price The Best Prices You've ever
seen on Simmons
Hide-A-Beds
All Items Subject To Prior Sale

Bedding by
By Simmons
At a STEAL!

We're Closing Our Door Forever! Sat. June 29th
Last Day

-F

--.-----
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Two sisters achieve
academic success
despite being blind

Mrs. Dunn's Mrs. Mary Henry, 67, dies
Services for Mrs. late Rufus Payne and
funeral rites Mary
Elizabeth Henry Cracy Payne. She was a
were Monday at 1 p.m. member of St. John's
at church
at Cedar Hill Baptist Missionary Baptist

•••

Mrs. Hurd's
services are
at Clinton
Final rites for Mrs.
Vara Hurd were Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Browns
Funeral Home, Clinton.
Dr. David Roos of Murray officiated.
Burial was in the Clinton Cemetery.
Mrs. Hurd, 78, Clinton. died Saturday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by one
son, Harvey Hurd,'Jr.,
Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Mallie Calbert,
Clinton, and Mrs.
Novella Stephens,
Dukedom, Tenn.; one
brother, William A.
Dublin, Jr., Mayfield;
one granddaughter; two
great-grandchildren.

Church, Cottage Grove,
Tenn. The Rev. Kenneth
Humphreys officiated.
Burial was in the
church cemetery with
arrangements. by
Williams Funeral Home
of Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Henry, 67, 105
Spruce St., Murray,
died Thursday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Aug. 12, 1918, she
was the daughter of the

Mr. Copeland
dies; funeral
on Thursday
Curtis R. Copeland,
82, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
formerly of Dexter, died
this morning at a
hospital in Chattanooga.
A retired employee of
the Tennessee Valley
Authority, he was a
member of Red Bank
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church,
Chattanooga, and of
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons.
Born in Calloway
County, he was the son
of the late Amos R.
Copeland and Janie
Jones Copeland.
Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Ila Mae
Rudolph Copeland; one
daughter, Mrs. Marion
Sweet, Tucson, Ariz.;
one son, Raymond
Copeland, Oak Ridge,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Clara Darnall, Benton;
one brother, Clay
Copeland, Louisville;
six grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Thursday at. 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Lane
Funeral Home, Chattanooga. The Rev. Don
Sweet will officiate.
•Graveside services
will be at 5 p.m. Thursday at the Murray City
Cemetery.

----
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The funeral for Mrs.
Ethel Dunn is today at 2
p.m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. The Rev. Bob
Dotson is officiating.
Music is by the Church
Choir.
S e_rving as
pallbearers are Glen
Crawford, Hoyt Miller,
Bob Miller, Hobert
Underwood, Tolbert
Story and Frank
Turner.
Burial will follow in
church cemetery with
arrangements by Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mrs. Dunne 93, Rt. 1,
Hazel, died Sunday at
West View Nursing
Home.
She is survived by one
son, Paul Dunn and
wife, Naomi, Rt. 1,
Hazel; one brother,
Cecil Miller, Detroit,
Mich.; one grandson,
Dan Dunn and wife,
June; one greatgranddaughter. Jennifer Dunn.

—

Church, Murray.
Survivors include her
husband, Douglas
Henry, and one sister,
Mrs. Laurine Willis of
Murray.

Rites planned
Thursday for
Mr. Bumphis
Graveside services
for Boyce Bumphis will
be Thursday at 1 p.m. at
the Murray City
Cemetery. The Rev. Dewayne Reeves will
officiate.
Mr. Bumphis, 51, died
Thursday, June 18, at
his home in
Hopkinsville. He had
worktrd for a dry
cleaner.
Born May 25, 1934, in
Murray, he was the son
of the late Luther Boyce
Bumphis and Elizabeth
Marie Blanton.
He is survived by two
daughters, Ms. Jackie
Brown and Ms. Pricilla
Bumphis, Lansing,
Mich.; five sisters, Ms.
Mary Cooper and Ms.
Francis Spiry,
Philadelphia, Pa., Ms.
Marion Hamilton,
Detroit, Mich., and Ms.
Orea Nell Bumphis and
Ms. Betty Bumphis,
Murray.
Also surviving are one
grandchild, one aunt,
seven nieces and 11
nephews.

VERY SENIOR STUDENT — Ben Narra didn't have the
chance to go to college when he was young, so he went when he
was old. Narra was graduated this spring from Fresno State
University at the age of 84.

Ben Narra gets college degree
by studying after retirement
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provided people to take
notes in his lecture
classes. He was able to
compile a 2.51 grade
point average, a respectable C-plus.
"By and large, I think
Ben Narra is a happy
man who has found lots
of beauty and lots of
pain and who will go on
questioning," said Stan
Todd, a counselor with
the Disabled Student
Services office. "He is a
man still searching for
meaning."
It has been hard for
Narra to ride a bus eight
miles to school from the
senior citizens complex
where he lives and hard
to climb stairs and to
keep putting drops in his
irritated eyes.
"But I believe Ben has
a wonderful desire to be
as young and active and
growing as possible
every day of his life,"
Todd added.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
— Two Minneapolis
sisters who have been
blind since birth are
building distinguished
academic records and
say they just don't have
time to pity themselves.
This spring, Lisa
Larges graduated
magna cum laude from
St. Olaf College in Northfield, with majors in
English, women's
studies and religion.
The 21-year-old has
been admitted for
graduate studies at San
Francisco Theological
Seminary, a
Presbyterian school.
Allison Larges, 23, a
1983 graduate of
Augsburg College in
Minneapolis, is pursuing graduate studies in
data base management
in biomedical statistics
at the University of Minnesota. She says she
averages about a "B"
and expects to get her
master's next year. She
also works part time for
the State Services for
the Blind.
These young women
are the children of
Eugene and Marilyn
Larges, who have normal vision, although
with corrective
eyeglasses. The
daughters have limited
vision of large objects
but are legally blind.
Early in life, the girls
saw medical experts
who concluded they
couldn't do anything
about their sight.
At St. Olaf, a liberal
arts college with a large
number of honors
students, Lisa enjoyed
academic combat. Her
dorm room book shelves
were loaded with Brained volumes of the Bible
and a 35-volume Brained dictionary.
She took class notes
on a portable Brailler, a
compact recording
machine that punches
characters onto stiff
paper, providing her
notes' for review'. She
also used a Braille
typewriter and a
regular typewriter outside the classroom.
To help her adjust to
the campus as a
freshman in 1981, her
parents made a large,
raised map of St. Olaf
buildings.
Once she tumbled off
a 3-foothigh walled terrace but landed in a
snowpile. "I sat there
and laughed for 10
minutes," she recalled.
While Lisa is comfortable with the orderly
ways of the Greek
classics, Allison finds
fascination in the exac-
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ting sciences of
mathematics and
chemistry.
Their parents tell
another side to their
personalities.
While Lisa has been
spirited in sticking up
for her rights and opinions, Allison "is more
of a social butterfly,"
says her father, who is a
sales account executive
with General Mills.
"She's always been a
whiz at math," Larges
said during an interview, and Allison explained, "You just have
a feel for distances, you
just know."
That accounts for the
relative ease with which
she boards city buses
and moves about the
house and answers the
phone with alacrity.
At the "U," she relied
more on tapes for
studies than books.
"I hardly ever read,"
she said, but admits to
having once plowed
through the Brailled
version of "Gone With
The Wind" in 13
volumes.
An avid sports fan,
she attended 11 Minnesota Twins baseball
games last year and
takes in athletic games
via television. At the
movies, slic finds, "I
can see quire a bit if I sit
close enough."
Mrs. Larges says bringing up two sightless
girls "has been a real interesting time, It's gotten us into a lot of things
we probably wouldn't
have otherwile;Such as
parents groups."
Lisa concedes there is
,a burden in blindness,
"and the mandate to
somehow make it in an
un-handicapped 20-20
society. It is battle
fatigue, a penetrating
weariness."
At Augsburg, Earl
Alton, a professor who
heads the chemistry
department, found
Allison to have "an excellent mind, very
quick, and with a
marvelous disposition."
An assistant professor
of math, Lawrence
Copes, was "amazed
that someone could pick
up ideas without seeing
them visually."
Eugene Larges said
the formula in their
household went like
this: "It requires a bit
more patience, love and
understanding and
courage. I find it helps
to have a sense of
humor. We don't get too
serious with each other.
"Lisa and Allison are
playing the cards they
were dealt."
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commonwealth comment
QUESTION: Why
does the law allow a
rape victim's reputation
to be dragged through
the mud when the case
goes to court?
ANSWER: Fortunately, in Kentucky at least,
the law no longer allows
the defendant's attorney
to try the victim of a
rape case instead of the
accused.
Not many years ago
we joined many other
states in passing what is
known as the "rape
shield law". This statute
basically says that
evidence of the victim's
prior sexual habits are

not admissable in the
trial of person charged
with rape. There is one
exception to this rule.
Prior sexual relations
between the victim and
the defendant may be
introduced. Such
evidence will be allowed
to come in if the judge
decides such activity is
close enough in time to
the alleged offense so as
to be relevant to
whether the victim consented to the latest act
of sexual intercourse.
The past mistreatment of rape victims by
our criminal justice
system is a blot upon

our record of trying to
protect the innocent. A
little knowledge of the
history of the crime of
rape is needed to
understand how the
whole matter has
evolved.
Rape has always been
one of the most serious
crimes on the books. Out
of the 162 men who have
been executed in the
electric chair in Eddyyllle, seven were electrocuted for rape alone.
Before the advent of
capital punishment by
electrocution many
were hanged for this
offense.

"I have been terribly to help him breathe.
Franklin Curtis,
frustrated with the
amount of time it has associate director of the
taken," Wagner told a General Accounting Offour-member panel fice, said the nation has
from the House Govern- a backlog of 21,000 black
ment Operations lung claims that, with
the addition of 5,000
Committee.
Black lung is an il- more cases yearly, will
lness resulting from take "over 35 years at
miners' inhalation of current rates" to reduce
coal dust that to a manageable 6,000.
Rep. Bob Wise,
diminishes their
breathing capacity and D-W.Va., complained
has accounted for that some cases take as
thousands of deaths. long as seven years to
Victims are entitled to complete, while Sen.
compensation from the Jay Rockefeller,
D-W.Va., said most take
Department of Labor.
more than three years.
About 200 widows and
Rep. Barney Frank,
miners filed into the D-Mass., the panel's
University of chairman, said at the
Charleston auditorium start of the hearing that
where the hearing was "we're dealing with an
conducted. Some of the outrageous situation."
miners were on crut"Nothing could be
ches, one lacked an arm more embarrassing"
and another carried a than for claimants to die
portable oxygen system while still awaiting decisions, he said.
"There is absolutely
no excuse for the
government of the
world's greatest

September trial set
after liquor holdup

Since most rapes were this is reflected by the
committed without any fact that all seven men
witnesses other than the electrocuted at Edvictim, it was usually dyyllle for rape were
just the word of the black. We can only
woman against that of guess how many of the
the defendant. In the women were white.
older days, such scienIn its feeble attempt
tific evidence as semen
and blood comparison ••Wiectify this potential
was unheard of. Rape For injustice, the law
was one of the easiest laid the victim's sexual
crimes to allege. It was reputation wide open for
one of the most difficult attack. If such a severe
to defend — especially if penalty could be exthe complaining victim tracted from a rapist
was from the right fami- solely upon the word of
ly in the community and the victim -so the
the defendant was from reasoning went-then
the wropg side of the they allowed the woman
tracks/tad testimony of screaming rape to go

democracy to behave so
unfairly to its hardworking citizens,"
Frank said.
Rockefeller described
the situation as "a violation to the citizens' right
to speedy justice."
Senate Minority
Leader Robert C. Byrd,
D-W.Va., said he was
raised by a coal miner
and saw the ravages of
black lung.
'I've see them as they

sat up at night in a rocking chair — that's how
they had to sleep. They
couldn't lie down," Byrd
said. "I've seen the sorrow of their loved ones."
Byrd called the
backlog "an outrage"
and urged his colleagues to support
legislation in Congress
to add additional administrative law judges
to handle the black lung
backlog.
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cent victim on trial
more than the guilty
criminal.
Thus came the "rape
shield laws" to provide
some balance and sanity to the process. A
woman victimized by
rape, must still go
through a great deal of
court room embarrassment and trauma, in addition to her other emotional pains. But at least
there is now a growing
awareness of her rights,
and the slow grinding
wheel of justice is finally turning a sympathetic ear her way.

through the test of fire subject of debate — to
on the witness stand
show that she most likeThere were many pro- ly consented. But we
blems with this wide now recognize the
latitude given to fallacy of this reasonlawyers of defendants in ing. For a prostitute can
a rape trial. The most be raped, and the lady
obvious one is that there with the most shady
may be very little reputation in town can
relevancy between the be violated.
past sexual escapades
And of course this proof the victim and cedure only served to
whether she was raped. discourage women who
Of course consent by the had been sexually
woman was, and still is, assaulted from coming
a defense to rape. And forth and complaining.
for a long time, this was
Slowly the public
the basis for allowing became enraged with
the victim's past the state of the law
behavior to become the which placed the inno-

For all your T,ovel Reservations Coll
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A Sept. 9 trial
date was set Monday for two Fort Campbell
soldiers charged after a liquor store holdup in
which one clerk was slain and another wounded
Lavisse Valeo,Aisndereon and Yang Ramon
Reyes were indicted Friday by a Christian County grand jury for the June 6 attack at an Oak
Grove package store. Both pleaded innocent on
Monday.
Security at the hearing was beefed up after two
death threats against the soldiers were made on
Sunday, Christian County Jailer Joe "Jocko"
Wilkins said. Both men wore bullet-proof vests
and as many as 10 guards were posted in the
courtroom, he said.
The anonymous threats, both telephone calls to
the jail, are being investigated, Wilkins said. The
soldiers were returned to jail.
Anderson was charged with the rape, robbery
and murder for the shooting death of 24-year-old
Sheila Harrison. Reyes was charged with rape,
robbery and, the attempted murder of another
clerk, 23-year-old Linda Browning, who was left
for dead after being shot twice in the head.
Public defenders were appointed for the two
men.
Police said the two soldiers broke into the store
after closing, robbed the clerks of about $16,000
and forced them to perform sex before shooting
them.
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Black lung claims may be taking too long
CHARLESTON,
W.Va. (AP) — Norvel
Wagner's black lung
claim took five years to
work its way through
the federal
bureaucracy, the
21-year coal mining
veteran told a congressional subcommittee.
"You can't get an attorney because it takes
so long for him to get his
pay," Wagner testified
Monday. "The Department of Labor should be
more firm in their decision when .the doctor
says there is black lung
present."
Wagner and several
otlier miners and
widows told congressmen about government paper shuffling,
delayed hearings and incomplete medical
reports that have bogged down the black lung
program.
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Exhibit highlights woman's travels thiough the South

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatureis
A trip through the
rural South bji bus may
suggest the bare bones
of a current film or
novel of rural passions.
But CynAhia Rubin, who
has made many such
trips in the last three
years,. by all modes of
transportation, was
looking for folk art, not
fantasy.
The results of her
trips to small towns and
forgotten byways, as

well as to large
Southern cities, are on
exhibition at the
Museum of American
Folk Art through Aug.
27.
The exhibition,
described as the first
comprehensive overview of the traditional
folk arts of the
American_ South, will
travel for over a year to
museums in Birmingham, Ala., Nashville,
Tenn., Charlotte, N.C.,
Richmond, Va., and

Louisville, Ky., after it
closes in New York.
More museums
wanted it, said Ms.
Rubin, but over half the
90 items on display are
from private collectors
and the length of time
the pieces could be on
loan could not be
extended.
The objects — paintings, sculpture, pottery, furniture and textiles — date from 1743 to
1915. But as a result of
her travels, Ms. Rubin

GP

Paddle Fan Sale

says she has learned
that folk art continues to
flourish in the South,
probably in greater
quantity than in other
sections of the country.
Woodcarvers, folk potters and quilters
abound, particularly in
the most rural areas.
Like other recent
discoveries which give
evidence of a flourishing
cultural life outside the
large cities, Ms. Rubin's
was. accidental. While
attending a seminar at
the Museum of Early
Southern Decorative
Arts in Winston-Salem,
N.C., in 1981, she visited
folk potter Burlon Craig
of Lincoln County, N.C.,
and folk painter Minnie
Reinhardt. Craig still

digs his own clay and
fires it in a traditional
groundhog kiln fueled
by wood, and Ms.
Reinhardt is known as
the "Catawba Valley's
Grandma Moses."
These encounters led
her to search for articles about Southern
folk arts. She found little
In written form and as a
folk art enthusiast and
an arts educator she
became convinced the
subject merited
exploration.
A drawback to
dissemination of information about Southern
folk art has been that it
is an expression of backcountry and poor folk.
"Official" art has
reflected the interests of

the rich, land-owning
plantation culture,
which has looked to
Europe for its styles and
artistic values.
However, armed with
a determination to find
more folk art, she set
out in the summer of
1983 to visit most of the
Southern states from
Maryland to Texas. By
contacting museums in
the South beforehand
and following up on
leads to collectors, she
was able to discover a
rich vein of art objects.
Many of the most interesting pieces are still
In private hands. Often
they are part of family
lore, perhaps made by
an ancestor. After
thousands of miles of

travel and many encounters with
Southerners, she has
concluded that the rural
South is particularly
conducive to the
development of folk art.
There is a strong
family sense and people
tend to stay in the area
in which they were born.
Each summer there are
countless family reunions as even those
members who have
moved away return to
renew family ties. This
interest: in family extends to handing down
art and craft skills and
people have the time, inclination and mentors to
show them how to make
the old objects, she said.
The exhibition is ex-

pected to stimulate interest in uncovering additional unexplored
aspects to Southern folk
arts.
A symposium on the
subject planned for July
9-11 will be held in New
York, sponsored jointly
by New York University
(where Ms. Rubin is a
doctoral candidate) and
the Museum of
American Folk Art.
Topics discussed will include Southern folk pottery, quilts and
silhouetting.
Ms. Rubin's book,
"Southern Folk Art"
was recently published
by Oxmoor Press. The
book documents the exhibition and expands on
it.
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Someplace in
Shakespeare there is a
line that reads: "Keep
up the bright swords for
the dew will rust them."
The dew is still doing
its dirty work, which is
rusting or corroding
metal. Water and air
are the enemies of
metal, but there is a
curious angle about
that. Metals which we
know as iron, steel,
aluminum and others
are made from oxides
which are processed to
reduce them to a usable
state. But once a metal
product is manufactured, nature takes over
and begins slowly but
steadily to convert unprotected metal back to
its original form. That's
why so much metal is
sealed with all kinds of
preparations — to keep
nature (air and water)
from doing what it is
trying to do.
The most used item to
protect metal from rust
or corrosion is paint, but
various oils and other
coverings are also effective. When we buy metal
products, we sometimes
forget that wear and the
elements take their toll
and' that eventually

Vinyl tile
rates high

there may be a break in
the top coat. It requires
only the smallest of
openings to permit the
entry of air and water
and the growth of rust.
It is important to keep a
sharp eye on metal objects you have had for a
year or more to see
whether a new coat of
paint or whatever is
needed; otherwise you
may have to combat
corrosion that has been
allowed to occur.
When a rusty surface
must be redone, it is important that all loose
rust, rust scale and
deteriorated paint or
other finish be removed
with a wire brush,
scraper or whatever.
Dirt, grease and oil
should also be removed,
washing them off with a
detergent solution and
rinsing with water.
There is a special
thinner-cleaner on the
market that will do an
even better job. A rust
preventative should be
used when all loose and
scaly rust has been
taken off, but some
traces of soundly adhering rust remain. If you
merely want to repaint
a metal surface which
has not rusted, lightly
sand the surface to
remove any gloss,
which otherwise would
interfere with the adhesion of the new paint.
Whenever bare metal
is visible — whether it
got that way because it
never had a finish, the
finish wore away or you
wire-brushed it away —
it must be primed
before it is refinished.
The primer should be
applied generously or

put on in two coats. The
usual drying period
before application of the
final finish is from one
to two days, bilt this can
be cut to a couple of
hours if a waterbased
acrylic coating system
is used. It combines the
d esired rust preventative qualities in
combination with the
ease and speed of soapand-water cleanup.
One way in which corrosion can occur is when
two different metals are
in contact with each
other and are exposed to
wet. corrosive environments such as salt
water, bleach or strong
detergent. An example
of this would be a
meeting of steel and
aluminum, which might
occur if steel nails are
u sed to install
aluminum gutters or
copper gutters are installed with aluminum
o r galvanized
downspouts. This type
of corrosion also would
take place if steel bolts
and washers were used
to fasten brass sheets
exposed to a marine atmosphere.
Metaltouching corrosion is known as
galvanic, but another
kind is called stress corrosion, when certain
metals are in combination with certain
chemicals. For instance, corrosion will
result if aluminum
alloys and stainless
steel are attacked by
salt water; if copper,
brass and bronze are hit
by ammonia vapors or
solutions; and if ordinary steel comes in
contact with ammonia

functional purposes.
They come in spray containers which are particularly useful for all
sorts of small metal
objects.

nitrate fertilizers.
The modern rustinhibitive coatings come
in a variety of colors,
making them useful for
decorative as well as
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AP Newsfeatures
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Financier given prison term on bank fraud charges
PIKEVILLE, Ky. District Judge G. Wbc
(AP) — Financier Jake Unthank in court that k
Butcher's attorney said judge in Knoxville,
he probably will file a Tenn., already
motion for a reduction "covered the waterin the 20 years in prison front" in sentencing
terms imposed on But- Butcher on other
cher for defrauding two charges in the collapse
Kentucky banks of $4.2 of the Tennessee and
million in the 1983 col- Kentucky banking
lapse of his banking empire.
empire.
Prior to Butcher's
"There has to be a sentencing, his financial
time for mercy for Jake adviser, Jesse Barr,
Butcher. I had hoped it pleaded guilty to
would be today," at- charges' that he aided
torney James Sanders and abetted Butcher in
said after the sentenc- defrauding the Kening Monday in federal tucky banks, at
court here.
Somerset and LexSanders told U.S. ington. Unthank

scheduled septencing
for Barr for Aug. 30.
Butcher made no
statement in court. He
also declined to comment after the hearing,
saying his attorney advised him to remain
silent pending another
sentencing Friday in
Memphis, Term.
The sentences are a
result of a pleabargaining agreement
reached April 22, the
day Butcher was to go
on trial in Knoxville on
the first of the indictments alleging that
money was illegally
diverted from his

United American banks.
U.S. District Judge
William K. Thomas
sentenced him June 3 in
Knoxville to 20 years in
the theft of $20 million
from depositors, and
U.S. District Judge
William 0. Bertelsman
imposed a concurrent
14-year sentence Friday
in Knoxville for failure
to report $38.5 million in
income on tax returns.
The Memphis sentencing will be on a plea of
guilty to defrauding a
bank there of $1.5
million.
In Kentucky he pleaded guilty to four counts

of a 17-count conspiracy
and bank-fraud Indictment returned in
London.
He was accused of
siphoning $4.2 million
for personal and
business expenses
through fraudulent
loans drafted at the
former United
American Bank of Kentucky, now First and
Farmers Bank of
Somerset, and the
former United
American Bank of Kentucky N.A., now Citizens
Union National Bank
and Trust Co. in
Lexington.

Sanders, of Nashville,
said Judge Thomas had
with his sentence
"intended to cover all
the indictments."
He said Butcher had
displayed "exemplary"
behavior before the 1983
bank collapse and since,
which he called "a
much truer measure of
the man than all the indictments, all the guilty
pleas and all the
sentences."
But Assistant U.S. Attorney Jane Graham
argued that "the single
thread" running
through Butcher's
defense was that rather

than frau or criminal
conduct, qtis was just
a big mistake."
"The United States is
concerned that he is still
not acknowledging the
extent of his criminal involvement," she said.
Without comment,
Unthank sentenced Butcher to consecutive fiveyear terms on each of
the four counts. The 20
years is to run concurrently with the earlier
sentences, starting
Sept. 3, the same date
Thomas ordered Butcher to report to prison.
Barr pleaded guilty to
conspiracy in obtaining

the $4.2 million in
fraudulent loans from
the Kentucky banks between 1981 and 1983.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Barbara Edelman said
the money was used "in
so many words, to keep
Mr. Butcher afloat as
long as possible, until
that was no longer
possible."
Butcher, who twice
ran for governor of Tennessee, was chairman of
Knoxville's 1982 World's
Fair. Defense attorneys
have said that role led
him to use fraudulent
loans to stave off mounting debt.

University of Kentucky boards approve annual budgets
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Faculty
salaries at the University of Kentucky, already
well behind those at
similar schools in
neighboring states, will
lag even farther during
the 1985-86 school' year,
university President
Otis Singletary says.
While presenting a
$455.7 million spending
plan for the next
academic year on Monday, Singletary warned
that the university may
soon have a crisis.

Singletary deplored
the General Assembly's
decision last year to
order a 3-percent cap on
pay raises and the
declining state support
of his school. Twenty
years ago, 60 percent of
the UK budget came
from the state, compared to 41 percent for
1985-86, Singletary said.
"At the very time
when the quality of our
student body is improving substantially ... we
find ourselves least

capable of supporting
our existing faculty at a
competitive salary level
or recruiting new, highquality faculty
members," he said.
Also on Monday, the
University of Louisville
trustees approved a
$185.5 million budget for
1985-86.
About 54 percent of
the budget comes from
the state, while the rest
is generated by university endowments, tuition and fees, university
President Donald Swain

told the trustees in
Louisville.
Like UK, Louisville's
budget includes 3 percent salary increases
for faculty and staff.
Swain said he hopes to
convince the
Legislature to make a
"catch-up appropriation" in its next session
to prevent faculty
salaries from falling
further behind similar
universities.
UK Trustee Cap Hershey noted that the

average UK professor
Singletary compared
with a doctorate degree UK salaries to those
at
makes $32,375 per year. 10 similar public univer"We've got to raise sities the school consalaries," he said. "My siders its "benson's greatest wish is to chmarks": Ohio State,
be a professor at UK, Indiana, Purdue,
Iland right now, I'd ad- linois, Missouri, North
vise him otherwise. It Carolina State, North
will be very difficult to Carolina, Tennessee,
make a living on $32,000 West Virginia and
a year, the way things Virginia Tech.
are going."
By the time the fiscal
year
ends on July 1,
Professors in the 13
community colleges 1986, Singletary said,
average only $20,514, Kentucky will be $3,116
behind the median of the
Hershey said.
other schools.

The 1984-85 school
year saw salaries $1,901
below the benchmark
median, and pay levels
were just $636 behind
the year before that, the
president said.
The spending plan for
the next academic year
reflects a $32.3 million
increase from 1984-85.
Only $133.3 million, 29
percent of the budget,
goes for instruction.
Research accounts for
$52 million, the UK
Medical Center will
spend $85.8 million and

Police say she poisoned her mother, Vera
Kidwell, with arsenic, last year. Hospital officials alerted police when Ms. Proctor's 11-yearold daughter was brought in and tests showed
she had arsenic in her bloodstream. A test of her
9-year-old daughter also showed high levels of
arsenic.
A pretrial hearing was set for July 26.
Ms. Proctor is currently at Central State
Hospital, and will be turned over to Jefferson
County police when she is discharged.
— —— —
PINEVILLE, Ky. (API — Four city officials
accused of the theft of city funds pleaded innocent Monday in Bell Circuit Court.

Mayor Robert Madon, Police Chief David
Hoskins, City Clerk Karen Hoskins and Assistant
City Clerk Debbie Cashem were named last
week in a 123-count indictment. David Hoskins
and Karen Hoskins are married.
The charges followed a state police investigation into $180,000 in city checks written in 1983
and 1984.
The amounts on the checks ranged from $100 to
$4,500, according to the indictments. Some
checks were written to hotels and motels, and
others were written to retail firms and the defendants themselves, the indictments said.
The four remain free on $5,000 signature bds
until July 24, when a hearing is scheduled

public service activities
will cost $43 million.
In other actions, the
board:
— joined Singletary in
endorsing Gov. Martha
Layne Collins' education plan.
— named G. Edward
Hughes of Saranac
Lake, N.Y., to serve as
director of Hazard Community College. Hughes
Is dean of academic and
student affairs at North
Country Community
College,

Kentucky News In Brief
SHEPHERDSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A coroner's
inquest found Monday that the death of a 15-yearold Bullitt County boy who drowned after drinking heavily was an accident.
Thomas Richard Coffey drowned May 30. He
and some friends had skipped school, stopped at
a local liquor store to purchase wine and beer,
and gone swimming in the Salt River.
An autopsy showed that Coffey had a bloodalcohol content of 0.10 percent when he died, high
enough to presume a person is intoxicated under
Kentucky's drunken-driving law.
A six-member coroner's jury heard testimony
Monday from friends of Coffey's with him at the
time he drowned. Their testimony indicated that

Coffey was drunk and unable to swim
competently.
The foreman of the jury called the death "a
tragic accident that could have been prevented if
the kids had stayed in school."
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API— Bail was set at
$100,000 full cash bond Monday for a 33-year-old
Jeffersontown woman charged with murdering
her mother and attempting to kill her two
daughters with poison.
Denise Proctor was indicted by a Jefferson
County grand jury on 15 counts, including
murder, two counts of attempted murder, and
two counts of criminal child abuse.

Churches,* Tell Your Story
On July 26,
the Murray
Ledger & Times
will publish a
very special section, "Profile on
Murray and
Calloway County
Churches."

Name of Church:
Pastor:
Address:

The tabloid section will contain:
Pictures, articles, and advertisements on
our churches.
The deadline for articles and advertisements
is Monday, July 22.
Share your church with the community in the
Ledger & Times' "Profile on Murray and
Calloway County Churches.,,
The article form provided should be filled out
and returned to the Ledger & Times.

Advertisements sizes will be:
2x2 (Business Card Size)
$14.20
2x4
$28.40
2x6 or 3x4
$42.46
3x6/
1
2
(Tab size) $69.23
3x13 6x6/
1
2(% pg.) .(Tai; size) $138.45
4x13
• (% pg.)(Tab Size) $184.60
6x13 (1 Fun pg.)
(Tab site) $276.90

Special Activities, Programs,Services, Community Involvement, & Etc:

1/4 pg.)

Your advertisements can be arranged by
contacting one of our advvrtising representatives. (753-1916)
•

(Use an additional sheet for more information)
1001.Whitnell Ave. P.O. Box 1040

1

•
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Calloway County hires Heath's Haskins as grid coach
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Jack Haskins has been hired as the third varsity head football coach in Calloway County High
School history.
Haskins, head coach at Heath High School in
McCracken County for the past 15 years, was accepted by unanimous vote at the Calloway School
Board meeting Monday night.
According to Calloway superintendent Jack
Rose choosing Haskins was a decision in the best
interest of the Laker football program.
"We identified five or six people who we felt
could do the job and then we ended up with two or
three we really were interested in. Jack was at
the top of the list," Rose said. "We were looking
for someone in the area who had established and
maintained a winning tradition. In looking at
Heath and what he's done there the past 15 years,
well, he's it at Heath. We were very fortunate to
get Jack Haskins as our coach."
Haskins met with media members immediately after the decision was reached Monday night
and talked about his future as a Laker.

The former Pirate coach admitted he had very
little knowledge of the players he would be in
charge of at Calloway, but the Lakers shared the
same summer football camp as the Pirates did in
1984 and he had some indication of what to
expect.
"At this point I'm not able to say what offense
or what defense we'll be able to run. The quality
of athletes, the kind of speed we have here will
dictate most of that. On defense I've run basically a 50-scheme although I'm told that they are used to a wide-tackle-six here," Haskins said.
"I'm not a goal predictor, I'm a football
coach," Haskins insisted, then added, "I can't
say what will happen until I look at the type of
talent we have. But ELS far as I'm concerned,
every position is wide open."
Haskins plans to meet with the team sometime
this week and plans are still being made for the
team to travel to Kentucky Weslyan University
for summer camp.
Last year Haskins led his team to an 8-3 season
and the sub-district championship. In 1975 his
Pirates were runners-up in the state and for his
career Haskins has an impressive 105-41-1
record. He has never had a losing season and his
worst record was 5-5 in 1974.
Along with his football duties, Haskins will
conduct a weightlifting program at CCHS, plus
he will be the assistant track coach and he will be
responsible for establishing and maintaining a
summer workout program. At Monday's
meeting, Haskins' wife Linda was also hired as
an elementary school teacher.
"The administration here (at Calloway) has
definitely made a committment to their football
program," Haskins said. ''They were very upfront with me and they told me they basically
wanted a good, solid program from the little
league ... and on up to the high school level."
Although Haskins was not given a time limit in
which to produce a winning program, nor
specific instructions on which teams to beat, he
did address the issue of the Calloway schedule
and the intense rivalry between the Lakers and
crosstown Murray High.
"Our schedule at Heath included teams like
Trigg County, Mayfield and Hopkinsville and
we've played teams much bigger than us for a
long time. I'm a strong believer that to get better
you've got to play strong competition," Haskins
said.
"I'll drop people, drop weaker teams to play
better ones in the future but right now I haven't
even seen our schedule for this year."
Last year the Class A Pirates defeated 3A
Hopkinsville, 21-12, and for the past three years
Heath has been one of the few regional teams

Calloway board
approves money
for baseball field
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A little bit of winning
carries a big impact. At
least that's the indication for Calloway County High School's
baseball program.
The Lakets enjoyed
their best season ever in
198.5 and as a show of
confidence, the
Calloway School Board
voted unanimously to
budget $16,000 for
building a baseball field
on the school grounds
next year. The, vote
came at Monday's called board meeting.
The board voted to cut
down on costs by moving an existing backstop
on campus to the future
diamond site which will
be bordered by Kentucky Highway 121 and
the football practice
fields north of the main
campus and Laker
Stadium. Also, to further i•educe immediate
costs, lighting for the
field was put on a back
burner.
Jack Pack, the Laker
baseball coach who took
his team to the regional
championship and a

visit to the sub-state this
season, said the board's
action Monday night
was a big step for the
program.
"Having a ball field
300 or 400 yards away
will be a big asset for
our program. It will
give the players and
fans something they can
identify with. Also it will
be a source of pride for
the players to keep up,
the field during tiii"
season," Pack said.
Even though the field
will be without lights for
at least the first season
(1986) Pack said the
first step has been
taken.
"Everything's going
to pan out ... eventually
we're going to need
lights out there, but
anything to start with
we'll take. I think this
will definitely help us
get some more kids to
come out and even if we
have to play Some night
games we ,can still go
over to the city park
where we've always
played.
"We still want to
maintain an open chan(Continued on Pg.13)

CHANGING SHIPS - Jack Haskins,former coach of the Heath Pirates, was hired Monday evening as
the new Laker football coach at Calloway County High School. Hasidim, who coached at Heath for 15
seasons, replaces Sam Harp who resigned last week to accept the head coaching job at Anderson County
(Ky.) High School.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
which would scrimmage the Class 3A Tilghman
Tornado in the preseason.
"We were able to compete against some of the
bigger schools when we were in Class A and 2A
so why not here? With more students (at
Calloway) there ought to be more play'ers to pick
from. We've just got to sell the program to the
kids and get them to come out," Haskins
emphasized.
In reference to the Murray rivalry, one which
the Lakers have never been able to win in five
confrontations, Haskins said, "There's not any
rivalry with me. As a matter of fact I've known
Tony Franklin (MHS head coach) for some time
and -I have a lot of respect for him. We'll be-best
friends around here because we need to work
together. As far as I'm concerned we need to
beat some other people around this area and then
when we play each other we'll go to war."
"I wasn't hired here just to beat Murray
High," Haskins reiterated, "but we'll handle it
when it comes."
Rose said that Haskins is in charge of an entire
program and not pressured by a certain number

of wins each year.
"Ev,en though we've had a varsity program
here for six years, we're still in the developing
stages," Rose said.
For Haskins, the task at hand will be made
eihier by the exCellent facilities at Calloway.
"Hey, this place has got great facilities - bar
none. The stadium is very, very, very nice for a
high school in this area ... three practice fields
with one lighted - that's better than some colleges have. They have the necessary equipment.
Now it's my job to find the right players,"
Haskins said.
As far as coaching staff is concerned, Haskins
said that his two assistants at Heath would not be
accompanying him to Calloway. Remaining
from Sam Harp's staff the past four years are
assistant coaches John Orr and Dan Walker on
the varsity level.
Harp, who coached at Calloway for the past
five years after taking over for one-year head
coach Stan Outland, resigned recently to accept
the head coaching position at Anderson County
High School near Lawrenceburg, Ky.

Local,Summer League Baseball
LITTLE LEAGUE
Druthers wrapped up
the regular season
championship with a6-3
victory over Pagliai's
Monday night at the
city -county park
complex.
Michael Lovett hit a
three-run double in the

first inning and the
Druthers players protected the lead for the
victory. Seth Arant
tripled once and both
Chris Bailey and Cliff
Curd hit doubles for
Pagliai's.
*Hutson Chemical outscored Fayes

701 Main Street
Murray, Ky 753-5273

For health

insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with

•
•
• PRESENTS
Nine Days
**Featuring**
9 Vans
9 Factory Executive Cars
19 Pick-Up Trucks
89 Passenger Cars

Plus: Every 9th

Buyer Will receive
a :fro() REBATE.

State Farm.

(With approved credit)

Toronto
Detroit
Boston
Baltimore
New York
Milwaukee
Cleveland
California
Chicago
Oakland
Kansas City
Seattle
Minnesota
Texas

Mater League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
42
38
37
36
34
SO

L
26
28
31
31
32
34
22 46
West Division
38 30
36 30
36 33
$4 33
32 36
39 37
27 42
Monday's Games

Pd. GB
.518 .576 3
.544 5
.550 6
.515 7
.489 10.325 19%
.550 .538 1%
.515 3
.507 5%
.471 6
.439 8
.301 11%

Sodom 9, Detroit 2 .
New York 5. Baltimore 4
'Chicago 7, Oakland 1
Kansas City 1.2, Minnesota 6
Cleveland 2, California 1
Seattle 2. Texas 0
Tuesday's Games
Detroit (Morris 8.6 at Boston (O).d9.-4-1 I, ln I
Milwaukee 4Burris 4-5) at Toronto
cy 3-4). (n)
Baltimore (Boddicker 74) at biw York (Whitson
24).4n)
Kansas City i Jackson 5-4) at Minnesota (Butcher
44).1n)
Cleveland 111.3mith 0-0) at California (Romardck
8-3), (n)
Texas (Hoots 3-2) at Seattle (Young 5-3). in)
Chicago(Seaver 7-5)at Oakland(Langford 04 ). in)
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Oakland
Texas at Seattle
Milwaukee at Toronto. in)

&&&&& NAOMI

4
116

LApt a101,3
nelghtitv.
DM Fenn Sthem

MN*....WOW
0•••01
OW.

Detroit at Boston, In)
Baltimore at New York. in)
Kansas City at Minnesota, in)
Cleveland at California, (n)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
Pct. GB
St. Louis
3927 .691
Montreal
4038 .580
New York
3729 .561
2
Chicago
34 51 .523
Philadelphia
3838 .424 11
Pittsburgh
3348 .338 16%
Weft Division
San Diego
41 27 .003
Los Angeles
35 81 .530 5
Houston
vs 33 .515 6
Cincinnati
34 32 .515 6
Atlanta
20 38 433 11%
San Francisco
.36 42
382 15
Monday's Game
Houston 3, Los Angeles 4
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Genus
New York (Gooden 10-3) at Chicago (Sanderson 5-2)
St. Louis AnduMr 12-2) at Philadelphia (Koosman
2-1), (n)
Montreal (Heckel)5-3) at Pittsburgh (Fthoden 5-74.
San Francisco (LaPotnt 3-4) at CIncinnati(Soto 8-4).
(n)
Atlanta (Mahler 104)at Houston (Knepper 7-3),(n)
Los Angeles (Welch 1-1) at San Diego (Hawkins
121). in
Wssinsuloy's Gaines
New York at Chicago
St Louis at Philadelphia,(n)
Montreal at Pittsburgh. in)
San Francisco at Chicks:att.(n)
Atlanta at Houston.(n)
Los Angeles at San Diego. in)

United States Football League
WESTERN CONFERENCE
United Stabs Football Lewis
'
,
Oakland
• 1$ 4 1 .750
FINAL STANDINGS
x-Denver
11 ,/ 0 .611
EASTERN CONFERENCE
x-Houston
10/ 8 0 .556
W
L T Pct. PP PA
ArLsona
10 0 .444
722 435 390
rEttrmIncharn
13 5 0
Portland
6 12 0 .833
,c-New Jersey
11 7 0
611 418 377 Sail Antonio
,.
5 13-0 .273
,
x•Memphl•
11 7 0. 511 138 MT Los Angeles
3 111 0 .1417
c- Baltimore
oss ass no
y-ollnatisd centerlines)eillempiorship
10 / 1
x-Tampa Bay
404 133
x•elinched playoff berth
to .3 o

472
439
544
371
271
MI6
31111

250
431
MB
405
413
4116
4456

•Notuloysawe
Jacksonville
Orlando

PARKER FORD
YOUR VOLUME DEALER

••
PPM nal Health In prance
P Slate farm V311

Major League Baseball Standings

Prices available now!
Remember 8.8% Financing on New
F150-F250 4x2 Regular CAB
Till Aug. 1, 1985

JR-BABE RUTH
Two defensive 'gems
saved the day for two
Junior Babe Ruth victors in Monday night
baseball action at the
old city park.
Kiwanis Club clipped
Hawaiian Tropics, 5-4,
as James Payne drove

SCOREBOARD

PARKER FORD INC.

Its All About Super Savings
On All Used Vehicles In Stock
June 25th thru July 3rd

Monograms, 8-5, in g
victory keyed b3r
William Gordon's
inside-the-park, basesloaded home run. For
Fayes, Doug Payne
went 4-for-4 with a triple, a double and two
singles. Ed Chapman
also doubled in the loss.

II II
611

0
0

.500 AMY ,405
.2711 em4114

Oakland II.Houston 21

"

END WOMAN SEASON

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 main
759-9888

in Jason SaMmOns for
the winning run in the
sixth inning.
However, it was a
game -saving
doubleplay that
highlighted the win.
Charles Archer lofted a
deep hit to centerfield
with one out and
Kiwanis centerfielder
Ryan Malone made the
catch for out No.2. He
then pegged a throw to
catcher Payne who
made the putout at the
plate to prevent
basertmner Joey Waller
from scoring the tying
run.
Another doubleplay
nixed a comeback effort
by Lions Club which lost
a 7-5 decision to Taco
Johns.
With the bases loaded
in the top of the sixth,
Fred Jones ground back
to the pitcher, Chad
I3azzell, who fired home
to force out a runner at
the plate and then Jones
was thrown out before
he got to first to complete the inning-ending
doubleplay.
PARK LEAGUE
Seafood Express rode
a home run parade to
down Ftoy's Pharmacy,
19-11, in Monday action
at the old city park.
Shane Schroader
slammed three home
runs, Wesley Latimer
added two, and Regina
Ghan and Billy Gorham

added one apiece in the
victory. For Roy's, Jay
Paul Herndon tripled
once and Carey Colson
tripled and doubled.
In the other Monday
game,'Thornton's toppled Wildcats 12-8 as
Jeremy Settle led the
victors with two home
runs.
GIRLS SOFTBALL
Upper Division
Erica Musgrow hit
three home runs, including a grand slam,
and drove in 10 of the
Royals runs in a 14-4
triumph over Preps in
girls softball action at
the city-county park
complex on Monday.
Stephanie Vatipv.ei
also had a Royal homer
while Lisa Rexroat went
3-ffir-3 fpr Preps.
SwiSies slipped by
Allison Photography,
8-6, in the second softball contest Monday
with Jennie Young hitting a double for the
winners. Alesia Covey
hit a triple in the losing
effort.
Cokettes rallied
behind the hitting of Andrea Galloway (3-for-3
Including a triple) and
Tracy Banks and
Michelle Clayton (double apiece) to crush
Misfits, 10-4. Connie
Ross and P.J. Chadwick
hit a triple each for
Misfits.

Murray foursome wins
Mandrel! golf scramble
with 21-under-par 121
PADUCAH, Ky. - A
Murray foursome won
the championship of the
Louise Mandrell benefit
golf tournament held
over the weekend at the
Rolltng Hills Country
Club.
The foursome, led by
Dr. John Quertermous,
consisted of E.W. Den
;
„
nison, Eddie Hunt and
Tommy Sanders.
The Murrayans shot a
21-under-par 121 for the
,two-day tourney and
won by one stroke. The
foursome shot 12-underpar on Saturday and

9-under on Sunday in the
four-man scramble
format.
Benefit proceeds from
the golf tournament and
other events during the
weekend went to the
West - Kentucky Easter
Seal Center, the Marshall County School for
Exceptional Children,
the J.U.,Kevil Center of
Mayfield, programs for
handicapped children in
area school systems and
a Murray State University_ _acholarAhip jar
upper-classMen majorintr.in special education.

_
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Lendl siii3-g and slides
to victory over Purcell
in Wimbledon opener
WIMBLEDON, England (API — Ivan Lendl,
the No. 2 seed at the Wimbledon tennis championships, slipped and slid his way to an opening
round victory over American Mel Purcell and
then said the match should not have been played.
Lendl's 6-4, 7-6 (7-2), 7-6 (7-2) victory was the
only match completed on the first day of the
championships because of rain and bad light.
Purcell, a former All-American at the University of Tennessee, tumbled six times on the damp
grass during the two-hour, 13-minute match,
while Lendl was on the ground at least three
times.
"I'm glad that I won and that I'm not hurt,"
said Lendl afterwards. "I thought it was too
dangerous to play."
When told that John McEnroe and Peter
McNamara had asked the umpire if they could
stop their Center Court match because of the conditions, Lendl said he did not think he had the
power to make a similar request.
Lendl said he was glad he got the match over
with, but would have preferred to play today on a
less dangerous surface.
"I wonder what they (the officials) would have
done if one of us had fallen and torn some
ligaments and have been out for a year," he said.
Throughout the match Lendl puzzled observers
by continually thumping the soles of his shoes
with the rim of his racquet.
He said later, "Every time I ran I was slipping
and tearing gra5s, which was sticking to my
shoes.'
Lendl, who recovered from losing-his opening
service game, played some spectacular tennis to
overpower Purcell.
Lendl trailed, 0-3, in the opening stanza, but
broke back twice to take it on his first set-point.
Purcell, of Murray, Ky., had a point to tie the
match at a set-all, but Lendl saved it thanks to a
netcord
)
and went on to take the set on a 7-2 tiebreak.
In the third set, Purcell saved three match
points in a spectacular 10th game at 4-5.
The game contained eight deuces and Purcell
eventually tied the set at 5-5 on his seventh game
point.
Purcell forced a second tie-break, but was
overwhelmed by the same score as in the first.
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Women's running clinic
schedules meetings for
Wednesdays at Ordway

mst
ead
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A lecture on hot
weather precautions
and a one mile runwalk
will be offered at the
first regular meeting of
the Bonne Bell Running
Clinic for Women on
Wednesday evening.
The clinic, offered
free" to women in the
Murray and Calloway
County area, will meet
every Wednesday at 6
p.m. in the lobby of Murray State's Ordway
Hall. The public is invited to attend the
meetings which will
feature a running

n the
, Jay
ipled
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nday
oppl3 as
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Susan Woods and Eva
King are coordinating
the meetings and interested runners should
attend wearing comfortable running shoes and
workout clothes.
Anyone unable to attend the meetings or
who would like more information on the clinic
should call King at
762-2506.

Poor fan turnout marks
end of USFL season and
possibly Gamblers team
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HOUSTON (AP) — Although 'Houston
Gamblers running back Sam Harrell scored two
touchdowns in the fourth quarter and his team is
headed for the playoffs, he had an "empty feeling" after the game — and not only because of
the 31-21 loss to the Oakland Invaders.
Because of dwindling attendance, the game
probably was the last ever for the franchise in
Houston. Team officials have admitted considering a move to another city for the 1986 United
States Football League season. The attendance
was 15,797 Monday night.
Oakland capitalized on three first-half Houston
turnovers to build a 24-0 lead. The Invaders raised their record to 13-4-1, the best in the USFL,
having now won all 13 times this season when
they scored first.
Since the fourth or fifth game of this season,
rumors have been circulating about an impending move from Houston. The speculation now
centers on Charlotte, N.C., or Chicago as a new
site for the team.
Houston will play at Birmingham Saturday in
the first round of the USFL playoffs, while
Oakland visits Tampa Bay on Sunday.
The Monday night game was the last USFL
regular-season match for at least 14 months. The
league is next scheduled to surface in the fall of
1986. Teams will cut their rosters to 35 players by
Aug. 1 to last over the league's hiatus.
In two other games of the league's first round
of playoffs, Denver will play at Memphis Sunday
and Baltimore will visit New Jersey on Monday.
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(Continued from Pg.12)
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nel with them (Murray- much influence the
Calloway Parks and team's winning season
Recreation) because had to do with Monday's
they've been very good decision. But it certainto us in the past.," Pack ly didn't hurt.
said.
"It's always a big plus
The Laker coach at- when you win and it's
tended Monday's always a big plus when
meeting, as did several you show "signs of imball players and their provvent," he said.
parents. The team
Plans for constructing
members from 1985 a baseball diamond on
displayed new regional the OCHS campus have
champion jackets com- been in the works for
memorating thetr finest—sfveral yearir, but only
season.
. recently beeame a
Pack said there was Priority matter for the
no -way to judge how board.
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related lecture, an occasional guest speaker
and a runwalk of varyIn g distances
throughout the summer.
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11 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

In Appreciation for your business and support for the last eleven years, we
are having a week long sale...Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on
special for that day only. Also, there will be drawing each day for gift certificates... A GRAND TOTAL of $600.00 to be given away throughout the week
of June 24-29.

4 Winners will be
chosen for $25.00
Gift Certificates

June 25
5 Winners will be
chosen for $20.00
'
4
Gift Certificates

-MONDAY
TENNIS DAY
Includes all tennis clothing,
all shoes for tennis, accessories,
rackets, warm-ups.

TUESDAY
JERSEY/SWIM

Includes all football, softball,
baseball jerseys and T-shirts.
All speedo & Arena swimwear
and accessories.

June 26
10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

2 Winners will be
chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates

Includes all Nike shoes
and clothing, and

Includes all gloves, bats,
baseball shoes, and all
coaches shoqs, softball pants
and jerse s.

June 28
)1 One Winner will be
(( chosen for $100.00
Gift Certificates

June 29
10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

Includes all running shorts,
socks, shoes, tops, sweat
clothing and warm-ups.

SATURDAY
SIOREW1DE SALE
Includes All Merchandise
In The Store

20% i(
OFF

June 24-29
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.
— Drawing for the Gift Certificates will be at 6:00 p.m. each night.
— No Purchase Necessary
— Only the people who have registered THAT DAY are eligible to win that day's gift certificates
— Need not be present to win.

OPEN 9-6

_
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Girl Wants Boyfriend's Bar
Buddy to Go Hopping Alone
DEAR ABBY:"Jimmy" and! have
been living together for two years,
and we get along great. My problem
is Jimmy's buddc(I'll call him Leo).
Jimmy and Leo used to go out and
make the bars before Jimmy and I
started to live together. Then Leo
moved out of town, and I was
relieved.
Now Leo is in the picture again.
He comes to town nearly every
weekend and encourages Jimmy to
make the bars with him. Leo has no
steady girl-he's a womanizer, and
when he and Jimmy go out together,
they stay out practically all night.
Jimmy never goes near a bar until
Leo comes in town. I've tried to
explain to Jimmy that we are a
couple, and I don't want to be left
sitting at home while he's out bar
hopping with Leo.
Jimmy says he and Leo were best
buddies before he even knew me,
and besides, we aren't married, we're
just living together. Well, I consider
him my husband, and I feel like I'm
his wife.
Leo knows how I feel, but he
continues to encourage Jimmy to go
with him. What should I do about
Leo?
- FEELING THREATENED
DEAR FEELING: Your problem isn't Leo, it's Jimmy. He's
doing what he wants to do; no
one is forcing him. Don't blame
Leo-thank him. He's showing
you a side of Jimmy that you
might not have seen until it was
too late.

-

DEAR ABBY: Recently a friend of
mine (whom I'll call John) bought
four theater tickets-one for himself,
one as a birthday gift for me, and
two for friends of his..--kt was my
understanding that John\s• friends
were going to pay him for their own
tickets.
About two hours before the performance,John called and asked if I
knew anyone who would like to
come along because one of his friends

GR,WMASON
THE P)4ONE..

had canceled at the last moment.
I found a friend who was glad to
go, and we all enjoyed the evening.
Afterward, I was astonished to learn
that John expected payment for the
ticket! It was my impression that
the ticket would have gone to waste
if it hadn't been used.
Who should pay for the ticket?
John? The friend who canceled? Or
my friend who came along at the
last moment?
STICKY SITUATION
DEAR STICKY: If John's two
friends agreed to pay him for
the tickets, then the friend who
canceled at the last moment
should have paicl John whether
he used it or not.
When John called and asked if
you knew of anyone who wanted
to "come along," you had every
right to assume that John was
offering tbe ticket at no charge,
since there was no mention of
money.

DEAR ABBY: Two weeks ago, I
received a chain letter in the mail
informing me that if I didn't make
15 copies and send them to 15
people, I would suffer dire consequences-even death!
I tossed it in the garbage.
Since then, my TV set broke down
and now my refrigerator is on the
blink, and I had a big fight with my
husband.
I usually laugh at such coincidences, but now I am wondering if
maybe my throwing that chain letter
away has something to do with all
this bad luck I've been having.
SCARED IN NEW YORK
DEAR SCARED:Chain letters
are just so much rubbish, but
they can be damaging if a person
becomes frightened by them.
Chain letters that threaten "dire
consequences-even death" are
against postal regulations.
Should you receive another,send
it to your postmaster.

514E5 BEEN WONDERING
WHY SHE HASN'T
HEARD FROM YOU._

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Student indicted for murder

2
WINSTON-SALEM
(AP) - A 21-year-old
philosophy student gave
a ride to a friend he
knew was planning to
kill people, but later
"put his life on the line"
by gathering evidence
against suspect
Frederick Klenner Jr.,
authorities said.
Ian Perkins, 21, a
Reidsville resident who
attends Washington &
Lee University in Lexington, Va., was indicted by the Forsyth
County grand jury Monday as an accessory in
the slayings of a
Winston-Salem family,
District Attorney
Donald Tisdale said.
But Tisdale said
Perkins thought Klenner was a CIA agent on
a mission to kill
criminals involved in
South American arms
or drug trafficking.
"I think when the
facts come out ... you'll
see that it's the truth,"
Tisdale said. "I think
this will close this
(case) right here, and I
think we know the full
story."
Tisdale said Perkins
thought for 10 days after
the May 18 murders of
Hattie Newsom, 85, her
son, Robert Newson Jr.,
85, and his wife,
Florence Sharp
Newsom, 66, that the
victims had been two
drug dealers and a
"guard." Tisdale said
Klenner had told
Perkins that story after
the killings.
"It was like 'lights-on'
lime," Tisdale said of
Perkins' learning that
the victims actually
were the parents and
grandmother of Klenner's girlfriend, Susie
Newsom Lynch. "He
was terrified at that
stage."
"It's hard to accept
that somebody would
buy (Klenner's story),"

Tisdale said, "but I
think that after hearing
the evidence, you would
be fully convinced."
Klenner died June 3
when a truck in which
he was fleeing police exploded outside
Greensboro. Mrs. Lynch
also died in the explosion and autopsies performed on Mrs. Lynch's
two children, 10-yearold John and 9-year-old
James, showed they had
been poisoned and shot
before the explosion.
Tisdale said evidence
indicates Perkins drove
Klenner's car to a
Winston-Salem shopping center the night of
the Newsom killings and
waited for Klenner.
He said the two men
then disposed of
evidence from the
crime.
He said Perkins
voluntarily discussed
his involvement while
being routinely questioned as a friend of
Klenner's, and later
secretly recorded conversations with
Klenner.
If convicted, Perkins
could face a sentence of
up to 10 years on each of
three counts. But Tisale
said he would not oppose
a probationary
sentence.
"I wouldn't guarantee
him probation," Tisdale
said. "I wOuld leave that
to a judge. I wouldn't oppose it, but I wouldn't be
bound by it either."
Tisdale said he had
mixed emotions in the
case because Perkins
was "responsible for
probably making the
case" against Klenner.
"... But he does have
some culpability," he
said.
Tisdale said he at first
did not believe Perkins'
story that he thought
Klenner was a CIA
agent who had killed
criminals. He said he

suggested to officers
that they put body-tape
equipment on Perkins
and have him record
conversations with
Klenner.
The tapes were made,
and authorities decided
on June 3 to.move in and
arrest Klenner. Klenner's van exploded
hours later as he was being pursued by officers
trying to serve him with
a murder warrant.
In Reidsville, acquaintances of Perkins
said he looked up to
Klenner. Like others in
his home town, he had
believed that Klenner,
who often posed as a
doctor and saw patients
in a clinic established by
his late father, was a
physician, friends said.
"Ian looked upo to
Fritz like an uncle,"
said Mary Gillie, who
lives near Perkins' and
Klenner's families.
"That's certainly the
only reason I can think
that he might have been
involved."
Kentucky police are
also investigating a connection between the
Newsom slayings and
the shooting deaths of
Delores Rogers Lynch,
68, and her daughter,
Dr. Jane Lynch, 39, in
July 1984. The Lynches
are Susan Newsom
Lynch's mother-in-law
and sister-in-law and
were found at Delores
Lynch's Oldham County, Ky., home.

Notice

BEAUTY
SALON
Under New
Management
and Booth
Rental
Opening
July 1, 1985
753-6520
SWEET
CORN
of Van Futrell
(3 miles East of
Murray) Will be
ready soon. Old
and
new
customers should
call and place
orders.
753-8848
NO CREDIT
CHECK!
LIMITED OFFER

MC VISA

Riscwor• a MasterCard or Visa
credit card regardless of your
Past credit history or present
mental status
INo Savings
Account Requirecl'.i

GUARANTEED!
For application call
CREDIT
1-800-637-6680
(toll free)

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5( perms
$25. shampoo/set $5.
manicure $3,50.
753-0858.'Closed Wed.

Trrn-71717.1Fjr-C3M7-5
poundage by July 1. Call
474-2798.

Klenner was wanted
for questioning in the
Lynch murders.
Susie Lynch had been
involved in a bitter battle with her former husband, Albuquerque dentist Tom Lynch, over
visitation rights with the
children.

Homegrown
Vegetables
Okra
•Zucchini
•Cucumbers
•Green Beans (u-Pickl
•Squash
•Super Sweet Corn
Open Mon -Sat
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Located on south and of
Johnny Robertson Rd Mar
Mewed Rd Call in orders for
large quantities for freezing &
canning

The noted German
astronomer Johannes
Kepler was born in 1571.

Phone 753-1816.

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

UJAS 60IN6 TO BE
IN THE MIDDLE OF
WIZITIN6 YOU A LETTER..

OldsPoritCadBuicii

CINDI LIN
CERAMIC STUDIO
Tu•s.•Thurs. 2
p.m.-10 p.m.; Wed. Si Fri.
12-5 p.m. 1 mile from
Murray on Hwy. 94E.
Phone 753-0079

Open

I LOVE LYING ON 'THE SILL
WATCHING THE RAIN

so Someth.ng Nice
For Yourself.
Coll BIBLE CALL

I LOVE LYING UNDER THE BED
LISTENING TO THE RAIN

759-4444

Children's Tape
When vultures dream.

759-4445

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

I GOT MY RIFLE,
BAZOOKA AND MACHINE
GUN ALL PUT BACK
TOGETHER,SA RGE

AMAZING

va•

4*-

6-25

ANI104
6
AND SmmON6 miGHT
-r-TiNG
BREAK iEBA,
PECOQO

ON SECOND -n-iOuGHT
I 0 e3ET-rEp Go
MYSELF
;

•

4W.
4.1.
1

411

6-2r;

REALLY? i-4lS NAME
16 MR. WALKER.*
THAT'S AC.,AIN5T
THE RULES.

MR. WALKER,,PURSER HERE
)01.1 HAvE A 006? MOST
BE KEPT IN THE SHiP
KENNELS. NOT ALLOWED

•,'

NOT

DOG. A WOLF.

AND HE IS ALLOWED
HERE.

1 Frequently
poetic
4 Field artillery
abbr
6 Choice part
11 Lea
13 Woolly
15 Italy abbr
16 Pope's scarf
18 English
streetcar
19 Light meal
21 Stuff
22 Running
23 Promised
26 Mineral spring
29 Detest
31 Supercilious
person
33 Indian mulberry
34 For example
abbr
35 Evergreen tree
38 Golf mound
39 Sun god

40 French article
41 Allowance for
waste
43 Observes
45 Greek letter
47 Raise
50 Word of
negation
52 God of love
53 Circuit
56 Gasp for breath
58 Those opposed
60 Symbol for
tellurium
61 Rugged mountain crests
63 Newspaper
executive
65 Withered old
woman
66 Selenium
symbol
67 Choose
DOWN
1 Leave out
2 Lavish

Answisr to Previous Puzzle
A
H IllA AllCi
A P III
EA
S
A SO N
S
,
IP
0

IL 0
I L
LE

AR
A
I S Su

0

T E

S M

A

A
A
T I

Ms
DOLLAR
•R EE D S
entertainment
3 Symbol for
tantalum
4 Vigor
5 Bestow upon

M
A IL

TAN
LE
ON
P

I

MI'
DER
ATABAL
E L K
S0
6 ngredien
7 Note of scale
8 Toward and
within
9 Mountain lakes
10 Sched abbr
12 Fulfill
14 Printer's
measure
17 Falls behind
20 Suitable
24 Departed
25 Female deer
27 Peel
28 Word of sorrow
29 Succor
30 Ripens
32 Overmatch
36 Anger
37 Unloose
42 Gull-like bird
44 Lamprey
46 Interior
48 Ballots
A9 Stage whisper
.51 Sarge's dog 54 Above and
touching
55 Saucy
56 Ma's partner
57 Part of circle_
59 Yes: Sp.
-

62 Halt an em
64 As compared
with

E

5. Lost and Found
LOST, Ladies white gold
watch. Bulova, Lost at
Country Cross roads or
Ken Lake Boat dock. Call
753-2985 or 753 8435

9. Situ

WILL di

my hon
years
1753-0370
di
the hout
Call 437WILL
Murray
492-8949.
WILL sti
sick, 5 rd
753-4590
Good ref

6. Help Wanted
A golden opportunity.
make money in your
spare time. Join
FRIENDLY HOME
TOY PARTIES, the
leader for 30 years,
Openings for managers
and dealers. We have
the largest and best line
in party plan. Earn big
money plus bonuses and
travel incentives. Start
now and earn money
immediately. Mon. to
Frt. Call collect 518-4520091, evenings &
weekends call 1-800-2271510.
BINDERY HELPER,
High school graduate or
equivalent. One year experience in a commercial
print shop, bindery or
vocational courses in
bindery equipment
preferred. Responsibilities include assisting the foreman in all
binding of printed material. Personnel Services,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
EOE/MF.
AS/ ASSEMBLY
WORK! $800.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
Ni7 experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
Immediate opening.
Sales. No experience
necessary will train. Call
Mr Toby at Harbor Hills
Camp Resort, 474-8828.
LEGAL Secretary. Law
firm seks experienced
legal secretary to handle
all areas of the law. Job
includes use of dictation
equipment, typewriter
and copier. Knowledge of
word processor and conputor helpfull. Send resume and salary requirements to P.O. Box
1040-A, Murray Ky 42071.
LONG DISTANCE
TRUCKING. North
American Van Lines
nee
ds
owner/Operators. If
you need training we
will train you. You will
own your own tractor. If
you don't have one
northAmerican offers a
tractor purchase program that can put you
in a new tractor for
$2500 down. If you are 21
or over and think you
may qualify, we'd like
to send you a complete
information package.
Call our special
operators any time. Toll
Free 1-800-848-1000. Ask
for Dept 194.
WAITRESS wanted
Apply in person: Hong
Kong Restaurant, S.
12th St., Murray, Ky.

wWILL

10. BLISR

FOR sail

these GI
3 bedro
conditior
reasonat
lent loci
retiring.
opportun
Call 1-3&

1 1 . In

RELIC
training.
license I
flight tin
experien
Private
808-498-48

r

13. For
IMETAL7

CJ-5. Call

1 4. W

will bu
in any
name,
and adch
tions to:
Box 742
Ky. 400435.
I will j
working
overrides
oil or gi
683-0690.

rsTir

Call 753-3'

15. Artic

4-

Sumn
For c
appli
Floyc
75

RENMO
washing IT
old in g
$125. Call '

Ntr.:(01-rt.;t

droom su
with red
board and
mirrored
wardrobe.
after 5pm,

Internet

Dozer, Se
shift, tit
blade, gc
'1
75

UNUSUAL SALES
OPPORTUNITY
National High Performance
Lubrication Company needs a
person in the Murray Ledger &
Times area Permanent. full
time sales position. high corn
missions. advancement Farm
and industrial background
helpful Training when hired.
Call 1-800-527-1193 or send
Resume to Hydrotex, Inc , Dept
B, P0 Box 47843. Dallas TX
75247

16. Home
2 COUC141
good co:
after 4:301

GOLD so

Fedders
ner, wing
condition
bag chair.
5 xi
.ni irr_

suite with
lent condit
chair lam'
wooden (
crystal an
antiques,
items. Call

MEDICAL secretary.
office manager. Experienced, mature individual for medical
transcriptions, insurance claims, appointments, book keeping.
etc. Must be poised 8z
possess excellent telephone skills. Part-time
or possibly full-time.
Reply: P.O. Box 1040-D,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
NOW hiring many secure positions with excellent pay & benefits.
training 8z travel. Call
The Marines collect
502-247-4870 or 443-8248.
RAWLEIGH Producf
distributors needed.
Company almost 100
years old. Membership
$8 per year. Good
income. Discounts up

WASHER

unit, Low
78133.

Di

Close
Yeste
Open•
Toda)
Up

front. 901-644-9107.
ATALLITE TV .Salesman needed for all areas.
Excellent commission,
Experienced only need
ap ly.
Call 901-479-2308.
T111.7cK drivers. New

trucks arriving!!! Need
drivers now!!!
Minimum age 23; one
year verifiable tractor/trailer
experiences: good
driving record. MCI
Transporters, Joplin.
MO 1-8004341-7596

Assistant
Administrator
Personal Care
Home 4

a

Must enjoy
working directly
with residents &
families
•High school
graduate
•Previous health
care experience
`some college
preferred
„Send resume to:
Fern Terrace
Lodge
P.O.Box 325
Mayfield. Ky.
42066
•

Will sell
well, rnI
tlighwa3
'411

Terms: I
passing
•

Foi

4

•

THE MURRAY LEDGER

CLASSIFIEDS
9. Situation

Wanted

WTLL do baby sitting in
my home Infant to 5
years of age
Call
P53-0370.
WTLL do house work by
the hour, day or week.
Call 437-4214.
WILL mow yards in
Murray and Hazel. Call
492-8049.
WfLL stay with elderly or
sick, 5 nights a week. Call
753-4590 for information.
Good referances.

k
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16. Home Furnishings

24. Nisceliajieous

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

43. Real Estate

50. Used

WHITE bedroom suite,
twin bed w/canopy,
dresser, desk w/hutch
and night stand. Call
753 3508 after 4p.m.

CAMOFLA
E Army
pants. Arp1y Boots and
Martial krt supplies.
Jerry's Spouting Goods,
6th & Walnut, Mayfield

COUNTRY Living, close
to lake, 24x56, 3 bedroom
2 bath. all electric, priced
with or without land
Must sell. Call 474-8878.
DOUBLEWIDE trailer
with one acre in County.
Kopperud Realty, 7531222

COMMERICAL Building
near MSU Call 753-2844
days or 435-4327 Nights

1967 FORD pickup
F-100, short wheel base.
6 cylinder, rebuilt engine, good condition,
$500 436-2650.
1973 CADILLAC ambulance, runs good, drives
good, doesn't burn oil,
factory air, PS. $500 or
best offer. Call 759-9928.
1974 DODGE Van
customized. $2000. Call
753-7300.
1981 P.U. GMC Sierra
Classic V-8, auto, power,
extras. Day 753.4703,
night 759-1274

44

Lots for

Sale

Trucks

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

DENNIS McClure construe t ion , roofing,
painting, plumbing, interior or exterior.
Phone 502-382-2689. Rt.
1, Sedalia.
PARLEY'S ROOFTNG &
General Maintenance.
Free estimates. Experienced & quality
work.Call after 4 pm
Home 753-9785. work 7531688.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
ENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
G 'IERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

MOWING. Also, hauling
and yard work. Reasonable rates, good
references Call Jerry
759-9661.

53

Services Offered

PAINTING

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
Kb
CMADO
RE Vic -26
PAINTING
CUSTOM hay taling, computor with 7 game
PAINTING
large round bales. also cartridges. $100. Call 753a
Interior IL •xterior,
wheat cutting. Call 474. 2364 after 4:30 PM.
WALLPAPERING
quality
work.
Com2796.
REAVY duty equip- 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
petitive prices. InFARM fans grain dryer, 4 ment hual trailer. Call 9 OR 3 BR,
furnished,
sured. Over 16 years
Butler bins, wet tank and 436-5330 after 6p.m or AC/natural gas.
Shady
experience. Call Ralph
augar system. Call 901- weekends.
Oaks 753-5209
Worley 759-1050.
498-8650.
10EN Holland print, My NICE 2 BR trailer near
10. Business Opportunity POLE BUILDINGS, yoke is Easy, pro• Murray. No pets. Prefer
*FREE ESTIMATES*
GENERAL maintencompletely fessionly framed $400. couples. Call 489-2611
FOR sale Home and Bus- 24'x40'
ance, roofing, painting
erected $3,650. 12'x8' also 2 Bougiunan Grain
iness. Grocery store with end slider
etc 20 yrs experience
46 Homes for Sale
and entrance bins, like new 4,000 and 30. Business Rentals
51 Campers
3 bedroom home, good door
Free estimates Call TREE
included. Other 5,000 bushal
capacity.
work Complete
OWNER,
BY
Two bedcondition, well insulated, sizes
474-2330
FOR Retail Rent, 17x80 If
77 25' COACHMANcamavailable. BLITZ Call after 6pm, 354-8105.
removal, topping, triroom
house with paneled
reasonably priced, excel- Builders
building,
SEWING
central
heat and
per, perfect condition,
Machine Re- mming & stumps reInc. 1-800-428- LIKE new 8 drawer office
lent location. Owner is 4009
air. Dixieland Shopping den at 13th and Storey. completely muipped, ac,
pair. All makes and moved. Insured.
Ky - 1-800-792-3498 desk. $65. Call 753-4445.
Call
retiring. Don't let this Ind.
Center, next to MSU washer, stove, refrigera- awning. STEeps 8. $6500
models.
Industrial, 753-0211
OAK & Hickory
tor, air cond. gas heat,
opportunity escape you.
Campus.
home
Available
and commercial.
mid POLE BUILDINGS, firewood, $25 rick deET BASEMENT. We
redecorated, new carpet Call 753-8205.
Call 1-382-2479.
July. Call 753-3018
38 yrs. experience. All make
36. x50' completely livered. 436-2778.
wet basements
throughout, Bank and 52 Boats-Motors
work
guaranteed. Ken- dry. Work
erected, 12.x9' end OVENPR
shopping area within a
completely
OOF
Pfaltneth
Barnhill, 753-2674, guarantee
1 1 . Instruction
slider and entrance zgraff ironstone
32. Apts for Rent
d. Call or
block. Owner financing to
dinTncn
*
1
r7r
door
For
Sale
included.
Or
Trade
Choice
of
write
Morgan
RELICOPTER flighf
nerware. 55 piece. 8- 1 & 2 BR apt. near Qualified person $24,500
Conremove .
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
training. Private pilot colors. $6,995. Other place serving. Several downtown Murray. or best offer. Call
17 Ft. Mark
damage to surrounding 409A. Paducah,
sizes
available.
BLITZ
753-3018.
unusual, extras. $125.00. Adults only. Call 753license $4750. 40 hours
Ky.
lawn. Lots cleared. Call 42001 or call
Twain
1-442-7026
flight time. No previous Builders Inc. 1-800-428- Call 753-6699.
4109, 76225650, or 436- NEW, priced in 60's! S
753-0211.
4009
Ky
1-800-792-349
8
WILL
hl white rock.
experiences necessary.
188 H P
BR. 2 bath. Beautiful
POPPY Trial pottery, 2844.
sand, lime, rip rap and
Private add on $3562. Ind.
sculptured grape pat- 1 BEDROOM apart- decor inside & outside.
Call after 5 p m
Wpdding
POLE
builders!
Conmasonary sand, coal.
606-498-4652.
tern, partial set & ment in Panorama Call 753-3903
753-0410
tractors! Farmers! serving
Photography
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
pieces. Also, Shores. Appliances
Build with D-Rib metal AKAI
48.
Auto
•
Call Roger Hudson.
Services
753 8298
reel-to-reel tape furnished. Lakeview.
14 Fr. aluminum fish13. For Sale or Trade
roofing and siding recorder
753-4545 or 753-6763.
• CARTER STUDIO
deck, excel- Lease and deposit reing boat and trailer. 16
manufactu
red
Free
Estimates
by
us. lent condition. Call 753- quired. No children
METAL hardtop for jeep,
• 300 MAIN ST SUITE
or New and used auto ft. walkthru windshield
Davis Metal Sales, 3418.
CJ-5. Call 753-7291.
759-1983
• 1 North 3rd Entronc,.
pets. 436-2484. Available parts. 474-2325.
and trailer. 18 ft.
DanvWe, KY. Call for
RAILROAD ties, S June 1.
walkthru, 120 h.p.. infree brochure. KY 1-800SUMMER is here
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call 1 BR furnished apt. See 49. Used Cars
14. Want to Buy
board outboard and LICENSED Electrician
442-0135, out of state
Bring your mowers
d
753-2905 or 4354343.
at 100 S. 13th St.
trailer. Honda 500. 3 for residential and
1965
FORD
Mustang.
1-800-222-700
3.
(riding & push), tillers,
T will buy Feather Beds
REAR Tine Tillers. APARTMENT located 1 classic condition. Call cycle trailer. All in commercial. Heating
STEEL
in any condition. Send
chain saws, small enbuildings. Two Price
excellent condition. 1666 and air condition, gas
reduced- 5 HP- block from downtown 753-8121 after 5pm
gines<, and welding to
name, phone number, all steel buildings for
*Boxing
Installation and repair.
was $789 now $895, 8 HP- shops & sevices. Call 1969
Ryan
Ave.
VOLKSWAGON1
Moody's Repair for
and address with direc- industrial or farm use.
Phone 753-7203.
was $899 now $759, 753-9251 days or 753-0662 Bug,
*Framin
g
15
Crestline
FT.
boat,
35
good condition.
their tune up and overtions to: Feathers, P.O. 40'x54' and 50160'. One
Briggs 8 HP- was $979 rAlrrr
its.
r7 Call 436-5330 after 6p.m. hp Johnson electric L&J General Hauling and haul. Cherry Corner
*Barn Posts
Box 742, Shelbyville, unit or divide.Must sell.
now $795, Kohler. See
start motor and trailer County Garbage Pickup. Road. 753-5668.
apt. 1 block or weekends.
CallMitch
Ky. 40065-0'742.
Free
*Fence Posts
Keith at Stokes Tractor, from M.S.U. campus.
No job to small. Call 4361973 MONTE Carlo, ex- with new tires. Call
pickup & delivery. Work
/ will purchase your 1-800-527-4323.
*Treated
Industrial Rd.
Lumber
436-5330 after 6p.m. or 2264.
$165 per month. 753-2649 cellent condition,
Guaranteed.
working interest or
runs
SEASONED firewood- or 753-1914.
MITCHELL Paving. TREES
22 . Musical
*Metal Roofing
excellent, $650 or best weekends.
trimmed
overrides in producing
or
oak, hickory, mixed FURNISHED or un- offer.
Can be seen at 408 CENTURY 16 ff Sealing striping, repair removed. Also, yard
oil or gas wells. 1-502*Farm Hardware
hardwoods $30/rick furnished apt._ 1 or 2 1/2 N 8th
mahogony inboard & complete asphalt work. Experien
Street.
683-0690.
ced.
FOR SALE
delivered. Min. order 2 BR. Also, sleeping
installation. All jobs, Free
MO.
runabout.
C
-all
1-658estimates. Call
1974 DODGE Dart, like
TISED fish aquarium.
ricks. Call John Boyer rooms.
Spinet-Console
large & small. Call 436-2690.
Zimmerman new inside and out, radio, 3897.
Call 753-3711.
753-0338.
753-1537.
Apts.
kAYAK
S. 16th. 753-6609.
13 ft, complete
Piano Bargain
air, PB,PS. new tires.
SLIGHT paint damage. LARGE extra nice, 2 BR $1,500
or best offer. Call with paddles, floation bag
Wanted: responsible
PARKING LOT
Best flashing Arrow furnished apt. Also, 1 BR 753-3018.
15. Articles for Sale
life
and
jacket. Excellent
Aluminum and Vinyl
party to take over
Sign. Was $429 now only apt. near University. Call
condition. Must sell by
STRIPING
1977
Chrysler
siding
New
and trim. Also
low monthly pay$229. Free letters! 753-9468 or 753-2967.
Call Larry Dunn
Yorker, white with white July 6th. Call 753-6754.
aluminum
patio
awnWarranty.
Six
-SALE
left. Call NICE 3 room, un-Pinterior,
4
ment on spinet
Industrial Drive
753-6224 or
mechanically 53. Services Offered
ings and carports.
factory 0-502-842-3332 furnished apt. 1604
piano. Can be seen
Summer Apples
good and loaded. Call af753-5725
Murray, Ky.
collect.
Jock Glover
Wiswell Rd. Call 753- ter 5pm 753-4783.
ALL type masonry
locally. Write Credit
Free Estimate, machine
For cooking or
Phone 759-1099
SWIMMING pools & 4591.
work,
block,
brick,
753-1873
19888 OLDSMOBILE 4
sprayed
Manager: P.O. Box
satellites. Demos, re- NICE unfurnished
apples sauce.
1 bed- DR, dove gray, ps. pb, concrete, driveways,
537, Shelbyville, IN
pos. Huge savings. room apartment.
sidewalks,
patios,
Floyd McKinze
house
Water tilt, 'cruise, power winPools $995. Satellites stove arid refrigerato
461 76.
r do w s & seat, rear foundations. 25 years NEED work on your
753-4725
start at $895. Take over furnished. No pets.
$135. defroster, good tires. experience. Free es- trees? Topping, prunsmall monthly Call 753-3949.
Also, am/fm stereo timates. Call Charles ing, shaping, complete
kENMORE portible
Churai or In- paym.ants. Call
ONE Ace bedroom fur- 8-track tape player. Call Barnett 753-5476.
removal and more. Call
washing machine, 2 years dividual large Hammond 1-800-523-0327.
APPLIANCE
nished Apartment. Call 753-6058 after 5p.m.
B OVER'S TREE
old in good condition. Organ X77GT with ex- TRIM
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
MERS- 753-5898 or 753-9922.
SERVICE.
Kenmore. SERVICE for Pro1980 CHEN' Chevette,
$125. Call 753-7232.
ternal speaker. $2,900. Trimmers- TrimmersCUSTOM WOODWORKING
Westinghouse, fessiOnal tree care.
MEDITERRANEAN be- Paris Landing Area, 901- String trimmers, Sachs- TAKING applications grey with blue interior
Whirlpool. 22 years 753-0338.
for
Section
very
clean:
Rent
dependable.
8.
droom suite, round bed 642-1731.
Dolmar the most
experience. Parts and ODD job specialist,
with red padded head- RIMBALL organ trusted name in tri- Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 $1,900. Ask for Stevie at
service. Bobby Hopper, ceiling fans, electrical,
SOL/D WOOD CABINETS & •
BR.
759-12500r7
Apply
Hilldale
59-4648.
board and bench. Double w/enterbainer unit. mmers, will use blade
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Apts., Hardin, Ky. 1981 FORDEscort station Bob's Appliance Ser- plumbing, fencing. You
mirrored dresser and Call 753-3508 after 4p.m.
Birch
atachment. See Keith at
• Oak • VVelnut • Cherry 101
vice, 202 S. 5th St. name it. I do it. You
E
q
u
a
1
Housin
g
wagon.
good
condition.
wardrobe. Best offer. Call
0UNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES 41111
Stokes Tractor.
Cortunity.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
law mileage. Call Business 753-4872, 436- buy. I install. You
after 5pm, 438-2207.
5848 'home).
SPINET/CONSOLE
break. I fix. Call 436- • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING•
TWO bedroom duplex, 753-2297.
•
▪
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & See Our DIseley
roomy, central heat and 1981 Omega, very nice APPLIANCE REPAIR: 2868.
PIANO
Whirlpool
For Sale
Factory
authorized
for
•
air,
$250
per
month.
Call $3000. 1975 Monza $650.
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940
FOR SALE
International
Air Conditioners
TD -7
753-8096.
•
1966 Mustang 289 rebuilt Tappan. Kelvinator and
Introducing
Ws••••&••••••••••••••0
Wanted: ResponsiBrown.
Service
on
gas
Dozer, Series C.. power
engine and transmission.
5,000
B.T.U.
and electric ranges,
33. Rooms for Rent
shift, tit, and angle
p
ble party to take
$2400. Call 759-1510
microwaves, dis$4.00 Per Week
blade, good condition
ROOMS for girls or
over piano. See
h w as h e r s. reboys near university. 1982 BUICK LaSabre,
'12,500
10,000 B.T.U.
locally.
Ltd, 2 door,one owner. frigerators, etc. Earl
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894
753-2615
Must see to apprieciate. Lovett, 354-6956 or 753Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
Call
$6.50 Per Week
Must sell, extra sharp. 5341.
34.
Houses
Rent
for
1-800-22
8-1216.
OFFERING:
18,000 B.T.U.
Days 753 6730, after 6, BYARS Brothers &
16. Home Furnishings
TWO bedroom house, $200 753-0627.
Sons. Siding, gutters,
Automobile
$8.25 Per Week
plus deposit Adults only
2 COUCHES, 1 recliner,
Homeowners
°OLDSMOBILE roofs, replacement
1982
24.
Miscellan
eous
756-6156
Call
good condition. Call
Fire
25,000 B.T.U.
Toronado, PS, Pb, air, windows. 30 yrs. exafter 4:30p.m. 753-3730.
17.2 CUBIC ft. Hotpoinf
perience. Free escruise, tilt, Pw, Power
Life
35.
Farms
for
Rent
$10.75 Per Week
GOLD scila, 7000 BTU refrigerator. Tappen
timates.
(
502
)382-4895.
seats AM FM stereo
•Term
Fedders air conditio- electric stove. Call 759FARM for rent or sale. cassette. Sharp.
$7,500.
(With Approved
•Universal Life
ner, wing chair (perfect 4165.
paint
Large house 76 beautiful Call 759-4476.
Add
to
it
Aluminum
•Guaranted issue
condition), red bean 1850 AMISH buggy. One
acres. 12 miles East of
Credit)
1to control insects.
For Free Analysis & quotes •Senior Citizens
bag chair. 753-6119 after of a kind condition. Call
Service Co.
Murry. $300 a month. Call '74 MUSTANG II. good
CPF !His "long is
condition. See to apRudolph
5p.m.
474-8029.
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
Aluminum ond vinyl
753-8206.
preciate.
Available
Now
after
Call
at
MAPLE dining room 9 HP portable gas cenMurray, Kentucky 42071
siding. Custom trim
IRA s
Goodyear
5p.m.
492-8595.
36 For Rent or Lease
suite with 6 chairs, excel- trifugal pump for pumpBlacks
work. References.
721 S. 12th
MONTE
'75
Carlo
Calf
lent condition, occasional ing water from creeks &
16 ACRES of good bean
Call Will Ed Bailey,
Decorating Center
chair lamp, coffee table, ponds, . 753-3520.
753-0595
land. Six miles North of 489.2578.
01 S. 4th St. Phone 7530E3
753-0689
wooden desk, lots of AIR compressors
Murray. $200 cash rent. 50. Used Trucks
JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC.
- 5HP,
crystal and dishes. some cast-iron, slow
Call 527-0903.
INSULATION blown in PAINTING -Paper
speed
antiques, many other V-type 60 gal.
by Sears. TVA ap- hanging. commerical or
1969 Datsun pickup, retank. Call 27. Mobile Homes tor Sale
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
items. Call 753-9977.
38. Pets-Supplies
proved. Save on those residential, Free esbuilt 'engine, very good
toll-free for special
& Ckcle IA Fencing)
WASHER Dryer, stack pricing (800)448-9764. 12x60, 2 Bedroom, large
high
heating
condition.
References.
timates.
Call
and
25
474-2325.
coolAKC,
Rottweiller
pupNOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
unit, Low price. Call 753- The Adams Barre Co., living room with wood pies,
ing bills.. Call Sears years experience.
1970
Chevrolet
truck,
395-7835.
Call
$150.
stove, includes reAluminum & Vinyl Siding.
7863.
7 5 3 2 3 10 for free Tremon Farris 759-1987
Columbus, Ohio.
frigerator, stove and AKC registered female short wheel base, new 350
Soffit & Trim Work,
estimate.
engine
PARKING
striping
bored
Lot
over
040
dishwasher. $3995 or Collie, has papers, 5
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
6711751 exterior Call Larry Dunn, 753-6224
month old. Beautiful dog. automatic $1,500. Set of
best
offer.
Shelenia
at
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
painting. 12 years ex- or 753-5725.
work 759-4080 or after 6 Perfect health, had all white spoke Ford truck
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
wheels, 5 lug, 850.00. 3 perience. Call 436-2962.
Gold
OFING, Plumbing,
Silver
shots Call 753-7615.
pm 345-2449.
speed Ford truck trans- JOINER'S Tree Ser- Siding. Additions,
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
Closed
Closed
14x70 2 BR trailer, like AKC registered chocomission with cable
vice. 30 years ex- Painting, General CarFENCING
Yesterday 314.00
new. 2 Bay clean-up late poodle puppies.
Yesterday
6.15.
operated overdrive
perience. Also bucket pentry. P.A. Molony Co
Chain-Link•Split Rail*Farm•PrivacV
753-5086.
Call
shop,
1
acre.
WW
sell
Opened
Opened
$85.00. Call 753-0307 after truck for hire. Call 753 - 8628 . Free
Financing Available Phone 7538407
seperate or together
AKC registered Cocker
Today
316.00
Today
5 pm.
753-0366
6.16
Estimates.
Call 753-0318.
Spaniel puppies

19. Farm Equipment

LOT for sale Approx. 2
miles east of Murray
753-1537.
IWO lots off Johnny
Robinson road. City water and sewer, restricted.
Call 753-3119.
WATERFRONT Lot on
Blood river. $16,500. Call
436-2342

ivrarr-ATM-Til

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

1

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

0E1u:ifs

roR

•
•

F.

Hopkins Insurance Agency

It Kills Bugs.

Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

Up

2.00

Up

.01

Complimr-rits of.
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753 7113
We buy Gold Sliver • Diamonds
Hours: 10 8 Daily. 12 5 Sunday

E
MOVE le
ON

Cs law tau s -

- 11441S,

E

NIIII:

eisct - PewlicrsiviLle.

a.y vac

es.ltriL_

1969 VALANT 10x50, 2
BR, partially furnished.
$1500. Call 759-1044.
1979 14x60, 2 BR, partially furnished. Excellent condition, $6200.
753-1362 or after 5p.m
753-0918.
1982 14x70 ElCona,
BR, 1 bath, fireplace,
oak paneling, Whirlpool
appliances, central heat
& air, low electric bills
See in Fox Meadows
759-1831.
1983 BUCKANEETf
Mobile home 24x52, 3 BR.
2 bath, all appliances.
shingle roof, central and
wood heat, air conditioned, partly furnished. $18,000. Call 4748029.
1984, 14x70, 10 months old.
Lots of extras. Call 753.
9644.

black/white, red.
black and buff/white.
$65.00. Henry area.
901-243-4966.
BEAGLE puppies_ Call
753-0132 or 436-5433.
BOARD your dogs and
cats with Hidden Valley
Kennels the one to beat.
Cats and small dogs $2.50.
large dogs $4.00 a day
Also AKC Toy Pomeranian stud service. 489-2377
Kirksey For grooming
call Sue 436-5835.
BOSTON Terrier pup,
AKC, wormed and ready.
Greenfield Tn, 901-2353409.
FREE kittens to a good
home. Call 759-1667
SHOW quality female
torte Hamalian. Call 7535365.
41

•
Absolute
Real Estate Auction
Saturday June 29th
Selling the estate of Mrs. Annie B. Counts. Near
Ky. Lake on Highway 280. See Auction Signs.
Will sell a white frame house 3 bedrooms, bath, kitchen, private
well, mature shade. trees. The farm has 11 acres divided
by
tlighway 280 and will be sold in 2-tracts then combined.
Terms: 20% down selling price chei- of sale. Balance in 30 days
with

Passing of deed. Possession with

deed.

Shroat-Waldrop Realtor
Pete Waldrop-Broker
Dan Muer-Auctioneer
For more inforthationrphona 759-1707 or 435-1144

YARD SALE
9 to 6
Wed. Thurs. Fri.
1202
Kirkwood Dr.
Size
12-white
uniforms,
size
11 -golf shoes, 12
prs. white soccer
shorts, variety
athletic
equipment
43

Real Estate

BANK o? Murray &
H A repossessed puperties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty. 804 N 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753.9894

i
JOE SMITH
***
CENTER *
** CARPET
753-6660
*
*

•

Real Estate & Personal
Property Auction

*
••••**
*********************/

AUCTION
Friday, Jane 28, 1985
At 10:00 A.M.
At Purchase
Equipment
The Bank of Murray and Purchase
Equipment offer for sale the following items:
640 Model Ford Combine S#6400068
(Bank of Murray)
403 International Combine (Purchost
Equipment)
503 international combine (Purchas,e
Equipment)
I

All equiproent is sold. As Is to the
highest bidder-alicrii- the re,vonsibility of the buyer to make arrangements for the removal of said
equipsnent. within 30 (thirty) days.

Saturday, June 29
10 A.M. Rain or Shine
At the Mrs. Mary Ball home. From Murray follow
Highway 121 South to New Concord, take Highway
444 to Blood River Baptist Church, turn right & follow
signs.
Will sell nice 65 x 12 Aire-line mobile home on shaded double lot w/community water system ($5 per mo.), garden spots, 10 x 14 metal storage
building, grape vines. Also built-in oven & range, Frigidaire refrigerator,
dishwasher, '2 air conditioners, stack washer & dryer.
Personal property: Love seat & matching choir, brown vinyl living room
suite, green sleeper chair, AM/FM stereo, Panasonic microwave oven, wood
dining table & chairs, twin bed, 2 sets twin mattresses & springs, Electrolux
vacuum, Hoover electric broom, 9 in. TV., Foberware broiler w/rotisserieo
2 complete sets cookware, lamp table, kerosene lamps, potato box, picture
& frames, cannister sets, elec. skillet, toaster, crock pot, deep fryer, fry daddy, large food processor, new 8200 BTU Kerosun heater, arts & crafts, frui
'ars. & misc. other items.
Annoucicements made day of sole take precedence ,over written_ adver
tisementio. Not responsible for accidents. Refreshments available. For infor
motor; and all your aucticeirmokN4-y.! Estate needs coil:

Bob W.(Freity) Miller, The Auctioneer
'
7 492-8594
KQPPERUD REALTY in charge of Real Estate..
/53-1222
of sole for Mobile Horne end 2 lots: 25% down dot. of sal*.
lance in 30 da s with passin of dead. Possossion with (load.

arms

-0111101IP

4

•

Public Sales

•-•******••***************
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Coleman sentenced to death for the second time this year
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Alton Coleman, who
allegedly directed a
Midwest crime spree of
slayings, beatings and
robberies, has received
his second Hamilton
County death sentence
this year to close out his
first round of murder
trials

Common Pleas Judge
Simon L. Leis Jr.
ordered Monday that
Coleman be executed in
Ohio's electric chair at
the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility in
Lucasville for the suffocation murder of Tonnie Storey, 15, of
Cincinnati.

THE ACES'''

Coleman, 29, was
sentenced May (I to be
electrocuted for his conviction for the July 13
beating death of
Marlene Walters, 44, of
suburban Norwood.
Both death sentences
are automatically appealed under Ohio's
capital punishment law.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•A 8 6 5
V A J 94
•K 109 2
7

"Suicide is belated acquiescence
in the opinion of one's wife's
relatives."
— H L Mencken

6-25-A

EAST
West asked for the hemlock after WEST
•KQ94
the play of today's game. At rubber •10 7 3 2
1087
V Q5
bridge, West would have surely
•8 7 6 4
found the winning defense. At •A
•A J 9 8 2
*K 6 5
duplicate, it was a different story.
South's obvious overbid created
SOUTH
an unusual result. West played
J
South for a card she didn't have and
K 632
the unmakable farce proved
•QJ53
makable.
*Q 104 3
Looking at all four hands, South
might win the spade ace and ruff a
Vulnerable: East-West. Dealer:
spade. The king and ace of hearts
North. The bidding:
would drop the queen, and another
South, West
East
spade ruff would use South's last North
trump. A diamond would go to
1,
•
Pass
Pass
West's ace for another spade lead, 2
4V
All pass
Pass
East winning. Now if East led a
club instead of giving West a diaOpening lead: Spade deuce
mond ruff, the defenders would get
BID WITH THE ACES
only a spade, a diamond and a club.
South's actual play was dummy's
6-25-B
spade ace and a spade ruff. A low
diamond went to West's ace and South holds
another spade was ruffed. West
•KQ94
ruffed the next diamond lead and
Q5
South got to ruff a third spade. The
•
8
76 4
trump king was cashed and all that
K65
was now needed was a quick entry
to dummy.
North South
South led a cagey queen of clubs 1
1•
and West winced. Surely South's
2
jump to game indicated the K-Q of
clubs. How could West ever explain ANSWER: Two hearts. Tate a false
the loss of his ace of clubs if he
preference. If North bids again, game
ducked bravely?
chances
will surely improve.
Up went West's ace and away
went West's diamond ruff.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
Declarer won West's exit in 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
•
dummy. and drew trumps, and the stamped envelope for reply
defenders got only three tricks.
Copyrtght 19115
United Feature Svndirato
Suicide was the only answer.

Still to be resolved is
where Coleman and codefendant Debra
Brown, 22, both of
Waukegan, Ill., will
stand trial next. They
face murder charges in
Lake County, Ind., and
Toledo, Ohio
Ms. Brown has been
sentenced to death in
the Storey murder and
life in prison for the
Walters slaying. She
and Coleman were
brought to Hamilton
County to stand trial
separately in both
cases.
Prosecutors who met

recently in MerrWvllle,
Ind., decided that Coleman and Ms. Brown
should face trial next in
Lake County for the
June 18, 1984, beating
murder of Tamika
Turks, 7, of Gary, Ind.
But U.S. District
Judge Walter H. Rice of
Dayton, who has retained jurisdiction over the
couple, says prosecutors who want to try
them must petition the
U.S. attorney general
because Coleman and
Ms. Brown are federal
prisoners. They were
sentenced Jan. 7 to 20

years each on federal
kidnapping charges.
The attorney general
has designated the U.S.
Bureau of Prisons to
handle the requests and
to decide where Coleman and Ms. Brown
should be jailed in the
interim, chief U.S. deputy marshal William R.
Breitfelder said
Monday.
They will not be
transferred back into
federal custody until
Hamilton County
authorities say they are
finished with the pair,
Breitfelder said.
A jury convicted Col-

eman June 15 in the July
1984 suffocation murder
of Miss Storey and
recommended the next
day that he be executed.
Leis told Coleman and
a packed courtroom
Monday that he had
reviewed the evidence
and jury's decision and
found no reason to spare
Coleman's life.
"The court has searched for mitigating
evidence that could
have been overlooked or
ignored ...?he court has
found none," Leis said,
emphasizing the word
"none."
Leis could have

Proposed storage depot attacked
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Government plans to
build a temporary
storage depot in Tennessee for spent nuclear
fuel were attacked by an
environmental group
that said the facility is
unnecessary.
David Berick of the
Environmental Policy
Institute also said Monday the proposed
storage facility might
increase the risk to the
public through extra
transport of nuclear
material.
"It's our concern that
building this storage
facility, focusing people's attention on Oak
Ridge, Tenn., is going to
divert attention from
the far more difficult
task of getting a permanent repository,"
Berick said.
Energy Department
spokesman Neil Duncan
said there would be no
immediate comment on
the institute's remarks.
In April, the Energy
Department said it is
considering three Tennessee sites for a
storage depot to hold
spent nuclear fuel for as

long as 50 to 100 years —
government land at Oak
Ridge, an unfinished
nuclear plant at Hartsville and the site of the
abandoned Clinch River
breeder reactor.
The department has
chosen three possible
sites for a permanent
underground depot in
eastern Washington
state, southern Nevada
and the Texas Panhandle. But whichever is
chosen, the department
wants the Tennessee
site because it is becoming increasing clear that
the 1998 goal for operation of a permanent
depot might not be met.
The institute released
maps it obtained from
the department through
a request under the
Freedom of Information
Act showing likely tapn
and truck routes, from
civilian power 'plant
reactors to Oak Ridge.
Though details are to
come from the department later, the truck
routes from the Northeast appeared to
coverge on Interstate 81
in New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia.

Two routes from the
Wtst, Interstates 80 and
40, were shown, with Interstate 84 branching tet
the Pacific Northwest.
Routes from the
Midwest converged on
Interstate 75 at Cincinnati and several routes

from the Southeast were
shown.
Rail routes from the
West were the northern
line of the Burlington
Northern Railroad from
the Pacific Northwest
and the Santa Fe and
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V-6, Auto, Air, Tilt

$6,577

Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

Price

.

1/2

Price

One Group Mon's Drais

Shoes

20% to 50% OFF
All Month Sizes infant
Wear

20% OFF
All Girl's Summer Gown
4T thru 14 years

Mens Dept.
I

Price

All Men's Poly & Knit Short
Sleeve SW.rts. Small thru 4X

All Ladies Grasshopper &
Keds Canvas Shoes

All Bo s & Girl's Swimwear

All Men's Suits, Sportcoats &
Blazers
•

20% to 50% OFF

/
1 2 Price

/
1
2 Price

/I -

All Men's Swimwear

1

All Boy's Short Sleeve Shirts & Shorts 2T thru 20
All Boy's Suits, infant thru size 14
/
1 2 Price

Price

/
1
2 Price

All Ladies Short Sleeve
Cotton Dresses

/
1
2 Price

1/2
All Boy's & Girl's Dress & Casual
Shoes

1/2
All Men's Summer
Dress Slacks

20% OFF

All Ladies Summer Dress
Shoes & Sandals
Chi • ren's Depts.

/
1
2
All Girl's Shorts & Tops
Sizes 2T thru 14 years

.

All Ladies Sportswear

/
1 2 Price

All Ladies White Pant Uniforms

20% OFF

Biggest Ever
1/3 to 1/2 OFF

All Ladies Short Sleeve Blouses

20% OFF

w

541 S. Murray

753-2517

753-0035

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

All Ladies Shorts

keep That Great
GNI Feeling with
Genuine GM Parts

1981 Buick Regal

All Ladies Summer Purses

OFF

Southern's eastbound
line from Memphis,
Tenn.

111111147.z-_,40

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club

/
1 2 Price

All Ladies Summer Dresses

up feeder lines from
Texas to the Norfolk

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

Tiffany Rose
4 yr. old daughter of
Barry & Diane Rose

Ladies Dept.

to 1/2 OFF

Southern Pacific lines
from California through
the Southwest, picking

,
Om
INIPMeakt 100,0•I C0111•041,

Settle-Workman, Co.Summer Clearance Sale
1/
3

chosen to send Coleman
to prison for life
Coleman, brought into
the courtroom in handcuffs and ankle
shackles, showed no
emotion after hearing
the sentenced. He asked
Leis to appoint lawyers
to handle his appeal and
to ensure that trial
transcripts are made
available to them.
Coleman and Ms
Brown, who consider
themselves a commonlaw married couple,
were arrested July 20 in
Evanston, Ill., to conclude a Midwest
manhunt.

1 3 OFF

I

/
1 2 Price

All Men's Short Sleeve & Short
Leg Pajamas

All Men's Summer Dress
Straw Hats

20% OFF

20% OFF

All Men's Poly-Cotton

All Men's Walking and
Jogging Shorts

Casual Slacks

20% OFF
All Men Dress Caps

NOW 14.99
Men's Poly Cohon Jumpsuit - .,
Reg. 19.99

/
1
2 Price
One Group Men's Jogding
Shoes

1/2
-4

Price

All Men Short Sleeve
Summer Dress Shirts

.

/
12

Price

V I Men's Canvas Shoes
By Koch‘St Canvas
'

-Workman
Settle
Acrssas from
Bank of Murray

ALL SALES FINAL
NO EXCHANGESNO REFUNDSNO ALTERATIONS

•••

A..
MD

